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Necas overtime goal lifts Carolina Hurricanes past Florida Panthers
By Chip Alexander
The Carolina Hurricanes did Monday what no other team has
been able to do this season: hand the Florida Panthers a
second straight loss.
The Canes weren’t always at their best but on this night, they
had the best goaltender in Alex Nedeljkovic and won 3-2 at
BB&T Center. Vincent Trocheck’s goal late in regulation tied
it and the Canes then won on Martin Necas’ goal at 1:59 of
overtime.
Nedeljkovic was sharp from the start — moving well,
anticipating well, handling the puck well. At the start of a
week in which injured goalie Petr Mrazek could return to the
Canes lineup, Nedeljkovic had a career-best 44 saves in his
12th career NHL game.
“He deserved that win so bad,” defenseman Brett Pesce,
who had a power-play goal in the first period, said after the
game. “Honestly, we weren’t at our best, including myself.
We had a lot of breakdowns and he was there to clean it all
up.
“You’re not going to be at your best for all (your) games. You
have to find a way. If it takes a hot goalie to bail us out a few
games ... so be it. It was a gutsy win.”
Necas, Nedeljkovic shine
Necas, who thrives in 3-on-3 overtime situations with his
speed and skill, had a goal and two assists. He scored on a
give-and-go with Sebastian Aho, who made a well-placed
pass that Necas finished for his third goal of the season.
“I was full of energy for the OT,” Necas said.
The Panthers (13-4-4) were 6-0 after losses this season and
have been a strong comeback team. They did it again
Monday against the Hurricanes (14-6-1), who took a 4-3
shootout win over Florida on Saturday, but only after the
Panthers scored three third-period goals.

Monday, the Canes got a power-play goal from Pesce and
rode the 1-0 lead into the third as Nedeljkovic turned back
shot after shot. His glove save of an Aaron Ekblad shot
during a Panthers’ 4-on-3 power-play in the second period
was high quality, and he had others.
Then, the Panthers struck in the third. Frank Vatrano scored
off a rebound. Eetu Luostarinen, a former Canes draft pick,
then pushed Florida ahead 2-1 with 3:09 left in regulation as
the Panthers jammed things up in front of Nedeljkovic.
“Good teams bounce back and respond and they did,”
Nedeljkovic said. “They’ve got some big guys on that team.
It’s tough trying to find your own space, looking around those
guys. You try to stay sharp and swallow everything you can.”
Luostarinen was one of the players the Canes traded to
Florida last year in the trade-deadline deal that sent
Trocheck to Carolina.
Trocheck again made the Panthers pay for that decision,
scoring his third goal in three games this season against his
former team with a shot from the slot with 1:33 remaining in
regulation that beat goalie Chris Driedger.
Trocheck’s goal, the center’s team-best 11th of the season,
came after Canes coach Brind’Amour pulled Nedeljkovic for
an extra attacker.
“We were just trying find some kind of traction in the third,”
Brind’Amour said. “The third period was a little shaky for us.
We were on our heels.”
Necas did not get a lot of ice time in the third as the Canes
struggled in their zone against the hard-charging Panthers.
But Trocheck scored, allowing Necas the chance to shine.
And while Necas was named the game’s first star,
Nedeljkovic was the Canes’ first star.
“I like the way our guys are digging in,” Brind’Amour said.
“We seem to never quit. It’s two points and we’ll take ‘em.”
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Hurricanes tie late, win in OT at Florida
Alex Nedeljkovic made 44 saves and Martin Necas had three
points — including the winning goal in overtime
Cory Lavalette
For the second time in as many games in Sunrise, the
Hurricanes gave away a third-period lead but found a way to
get two points. The Panthers’ Eetu Luostarinen and
Carolina’s Vincent Trocheck both scored in the final threeplus minutes to send the game to overtime, and Martin
Necas got his third goal of the season in overtime to win it for
Carolina 3-2.
Brett Pesce also scored for the Hurricanes, and Alex
Nedeljkovic made 44 saves to move Carolina to 14-6-1 on
the season, one point behind the Panthers and tied with
Tampa Bay in the Central Division.
Three Thoughts
1. Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said Necas got “lost in
the shuffle” in the third period as Carolina tried to fend off the
surging Panthers, leading to the right winger sitting for 7:54
straight in the second half of the period. But when it was time
to pull Nedeljkovic for an extra attacker when his team was
down one in the final minutes, Brind’Amour finally gave
Necas a shift.
It was a good thing he found him.
Necas had the secondary assist on Trocheck’s tying goal
with 93 seconds left in the regulation, getting the puck down
below the red line to Nino Niederreiter, whose one-touch
pass to the slot led to the tying goal. Then came overtime.
“I was full of energy for the OT,” Necas said. “I was fresh.”
Necas got the puck in the Carolina end and raced up the left
wing. After entering the Panthers zone, he crisscrossed with
Sebastian Aho and left the puck for his teammate. Necas
then got behind Florida defenseman Anton Stralman and
banged in Aho’s pass to the back door to win the game at
1:59 of overtime.
It marked the second time Necas has scored at least two
points in a game. The other was the Hurricanes’ wild game in
Toronto last season — not the David Ayres game, the other
wild one — that Carolina lost 8-6. It was also the second time
in the last three days that Necas put the final nail in the
Panthers’ coffin — he had the shootout clincher on Saturday.
2. Trocheck continues to victimize his former team. After
Luostarinen — the only player the Panthers still have from
the Trocheck trade with Carolina — gave Florida the lead
with just over three minutes remaining in regulation,
Trocheck scored in his third straight game against his former
team.

Camping in the slot with Nedeljkovic on the bench for an
extra attacker, Trocheck one-timed Niederreiter’s feed past
Chris Driedger (24 saves) for his team-leading 11th goal to
force overtime.
“He’s done it for us all year,” Brind’Amour said of Trocheck
scoring big goals. “He’s logging a lot of minutes, plays every
situation now. It was a huge acquisition at the time, I think we
talked about it, getting a player like that. And, obviously,
you’re seeing that now. His play this year has been great.”
3. Carolina again won the special team battle. The
Hurricanes scored on their first power play opportunity when
Pesce fired home a Jake Bean pass at 13:35 of the first
period to give Carolina a 1-0 lead. Bean now has points in
five of his last seven games.
The Hurricanes also stalled the Panthers with their penalty
kill, keeping Florida off the board in three chances. The
Panthers managed five shots on Nedeljkovic in nearly six
minutes of power play time. Jaccob Slavin played 4:16 of
that.
Number To Know
.609 — Career points percentage for both coaches,
Carolina’s Brind’Amour and Florida’s Joel Quenneville,
heading into Monday’s game. After the overtime win,
Brind’Amour is now 98-60-13 (.611) for his career, while
Quenneville dropped to 938-562-77-149 (still .609). They
now rank 15th and 16th, respectively, all-time among those
with at least 100 NHL games coached.
They Said It
“To be honest, the reason you don’t want to use him is just
the ice time. I don’t want him to have to play mega, mega
minutes. So if you start throwing power play, penalty kill, and
the next thing you know the guy’s never off the ice. So that’s
really the only reason you don’t use him.”
— Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour on defenseman Brett
Pesce’s success on the power play. Pesce has three points,
including two on the power play, in the last two games after
opening the scoring with a power play goal in the first period.
Plus
Alex Nedeljkovic, Hurricanes goalie — Nedeljkovic continues
to gain confidence, and his 44 saves Monday were a careerhigh and the reason Carolina was even in a position to be in
the game. While the Panthers did score twice in the third to
tie the game and then take the lead, Florida outshot the
Hurricanes 23-5 in the period and things could’ve been much
worse.
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“That’s one of those where you look back and we’ll say he
got us the victory and kept us in the game in the third,”
Brind’Amour said.
Nedeljkovic is now 3-2-1 with a .924 save percentage and
2.30 goals-against average this season. With Petr Mrazek
inching toward returning to the lineup, Brind’Amour will have
a tough decision to make between Nedeljkovic and James
Reimer for who serves as Carolina’s No. 2 goalie.
“I haven’t even thought about that, to be honest with you,”
Brind’Amour said. “But it’s great to see him his last few
starts. I think he’s been real sharp.”

Minus
Brock McGinn, Hurricanes forward — There was plenty of
collective blame to go around, especially in the third period.
McGinn’s red-hot start has dried up (no points in the last
five), and he lost a race to the front of the Carolina net with
Aleksander Barkov that led to the rebound goal Frank
Vatrano scored at 4:40 of the third that tied the game.
Expecting McGinn to maintain the torrid pace he had been
on is foolhardy, but the Hurricanes rely on him to check the
opposition’s best forwards many nights. Barkov’s a handful,
and he got the best of McGinn on that goal.

Recap: Canes Come Back to Beat Panthers in Overtime
Trocheck ties game late, Necas wins it in OT
By Michael Smith
SUNRISE - With a little late-game magic and a highlight-reel
play in overtime, the Carolina Hurricanes topped the Florida
Panthers for the second straight game in a 3-2 final.
Down 2-1 late in regulation, Vincent Trocheck netted the
equalizer with the extra attacker on, and Martin Necas
finished it off in 3-on-3 action. Alex Nedeljkovic earned his
third win of the season with 44 saves.
"It's always good to win, no matter how you do it. Obviously,
that's not how you would draw it up. The third period was
shaky for us. We were on our heels," head coach Rod
Brind'Amour said. "We seem to never quit. It looked like it
was going to go the other way tonight, and we bounce back.
Give the guys a lot of credit for digging in."
The Difference
Martin Necas is a dangerous asset to posses in 3-on-3
overtime. With his dynamic skating abilities and crafty
stickhandling, he's practically built to succeed in open ice and there's plenty of it in overtime with just three skaters
aside.
With a little over three minutes left in the extra stanza, the
Canes wound up a rush from their own zone. Necas sped
through the neutral zone with the puck down along the near
wall. Necas gained the zone and cut to the middle of the ice,
where he then laid the puck off for Sebastian Aho. Aho
carried it and threaded a pass through two defenders, right to
Necas' tape for the tap-in.
Ballgame.
"He made a beautiful pass. I didn't even see how it got
through," Necas said. "It was right on my tape, and I had an
empty net."

The goal was Necas' second overtime-winner of the season,
and he finished the evening with three points (1g, 2a).
Fist Bumps
Alex Nedeljkovic
Without the play of Nedeljkovic in net, especially when the
Canes were under siege in the third period, they probably
wouldn't have even been a position to tie the game late in
regulation. Nedeljkovic made a career high 44 stops to earn
his third win of the season.
"He played great. He made some big saves," Necas said. "I
feel like we didn't play our best, but we found a way, and
Ned was a big part of it."
Though the Panthers got two pucks by him in the third
period, Nedeljkovic still came up with 21 saves in the final
stanza alone.
"His last few starts, he's been real sharp," head coach Rod
Brind'Amour said. "Tonight, that's one of those you look back
and we'll say he got us the victory tonight and kept us in the
game in the third."
Vincent Trocheck
Trocheck has faced his former team thrice this season, and
he's scored a goal in each of those games. It's the Vincent
Trocheck revenge tour.
When it seemed as though the Panthers were going to ride a
third-period onslaught to another come-from-behind victory,
Trocheck made his old friends think again. With the extra
attacker on for the Canes, Necas worked the puck down
below to the goal line to Nino Niederreiter, who one-touched
it to Trocheck in the slot. Trocheck then pounded the onetimer past Chris Driedger and emphatically pumped his fist.
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"If there was a camera on the whole bench, you'd see the
guys jumping up like it was an overtime goal," Nedeljkovic
said. "We found a way to respond after giving up a lead
these last few nights. That's what good teams do."

Stats Pack

The goal was Trocheck's team-leading 11th of the season
and second in as many games.

11-2-2: Since 2016-17, the Canes are 11-2-2 against the
Panthers.

Brett Pesce

Celly of the Night

Who had Pesce leading Canes defensemen in scoring
through the first 21 games of the season?

NHL 94 vibes.

"Believe it or not, I did use to be an offensive guy in school,"
he smiled.

"Good teams find ways to win. You're not going to be your
best for all 82, or whatever this is - 56 games. You've got to
find a way no matter how it is, and if it takes a hot goalie to
bail us out … then so be it. It was a gutsy win, and we all
know we can clean it up." - Brett Pesce

Pesce has 13 points (3g, 10a), including points in three
straight games, and five of those points (2g, 3a) have come
in his last five games. Pesce opened the scoring with a
rocket of a one-timer on the power play, the puck whizzing
past Driedger, who was completely screened by Jesper Fast.

2: Martin Necas' game-winning goal in overtime was his
second of the season.

Quote of the Night

Up Next
The Canes head to Nashville to face off with the Predators
on Tuesday night, closing out this five-game road trip.

Preview: Hurricanes at Predators
Canes close out five-game road trip in Nashville
By Michael Smith
NASHVILLE - The Carolina Hurricanes round out a fivegame road trip with a brief stop in Nashville to make up a
previously postponed game against the Predators.
The Match-Up
Carolina Hurricanes (14-6-1, 29 points) at Nashville
Predators (10-11-0, 20 points)
Tuesday, March 2, 8 p.m.
Watch: FOX Sports Carolinas, FOX Sports GO
Listen: 99.9 FM The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes
app
Tracking the Storylines
Split in Florida: After dropping the first two games of the road
trip in Tampa, the Canes rebounded with two wins in Sunrise
and now have the chance to collect six of a possible 10
points before heading back to Raleigh. On Monday night, the
Canes prevailed in a 3-2 overtime win over the Panthers.
Vincent Trocheck scored the game-tying goal with 1:33 left in
regulation, and Martin Necas netted the game-winning goal
at the 1:59 mark of overtime. Alex Nedeljkovic made 44
saves to improve to 3-2-1 on the season.

Back(-to-back) in Nashville: This game was originally
scheduled for Jan. 19, the second half of a back-to-back in
Nashville. Due to the Canes' COVID-19 shutdown, this game
now falls on the tail end of the team's fifth of nine back-toback sets this season and the only one involving travel in
between games. The Canes are 4-1-0 in the first game and
2-2-0 in the second game of back-to-backs this season.
The Opposition
Last five games: 4-1-0, 8 points
At home: 7-4-0, 14 points
CAR vs. NSH: 1-0-0
Leading scorer: Filip Forsberg, 19 points (9g, 10a) in 21
games
Nashville opened a five-game homestand with a two-game
sweep of the Columbus Blue Jackets over the weekend. The
Predators have now won four of their last five games, but
they remain under .500 on the season at 10-11-0.
The Last Meeting
The Canes and Preds last met on the front half of a
scheduled back-to-back set that suddenly became a singlegame series when the Canes experienced a string of positive
COVID-19 tests. In that game on Jan. 18, Andrei
Svechnikov, Sebastian Aho and Trocheck each recorded two
points (1g, 1a), and James Reimer made 31 saves in his first
start of the season in a 4-2 win.
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Hurricanes rally late for OT victory against Panthers
Necas wins it after Trocheck scores with 1:33 left;
Nedeljkovic makes 44 saves
By Alain Poupart
SUNRISE, Fla. -- Martin Necas scored at 1:59 of overtime,
and the Carolina Hurricanes rallied for a 3-2 win against the
Florida Panthers at BB&T Center on Monday.
Necas, who also had two assists, won it for the Hurricanes
when he one-timed a pass from Sebastian Aho near the right
goal post.
"It feels good; you just end the game," Necas said. "It's a
good feeling, especially for me, I really like 3-on-3 (in
overtime); there's a lot of space. You can make some skilled
plays."
Vincent Trocheck tied the game with 1:33 left in the third
period, and Alex Nedeljkovic made 44 saves for the
Hurricanes (14-6-1), who swept the two-game set. Carolina
won 4-3 in the shootout here Saturday when Necas scored
the game-winner in the fifth round.
"It's always good to win no matter how you do it," Hurricanes
coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "Obviously that's not how you
would draw it up. The third period was a little shaky for us.
We were on our heels.
"But I love how our guys are digging in. They seem to never
quit. It looked like that was going to go the other way tonight,
and we bounce back. It's two points, and we'll take them."
Frank Vatrano scored for a third straight game, and Eetu
Luostarinen also scored for the Panthers (13-4-4), who have
lost consecutive games for the first time this season. Chris
Driedger made 28 saves.
"It looked like we were in a pretty good spot to win the game,
but I like the way we're competing," Florida coach Joel
Quenneville said. "There were a lot of positives coming out
of the game even though we were trailing."
Trocheck tied it 2-2 with Nedeljkovic off for an extra attacker.
It was Trocheck's third goal in three games this season
against the Panthers, who traded him to the Hurricanes on
Feb. 24, 2020, for four players, including Luostarinen.
Trocheck leads Carolina with 11 goals.

"He's done it for us all year," Brind'Amour said. "He's logging
a lot of minutes, plays every situation now. It was a huge
acquisition at the time; I think we talked about it, getting a
player like that. You're seeing that now. His play this year
has been great."
Luostarinen scored on a rebound on Florida's 18th
consecutive shot of the third period for a 2-1 lead at 16:51.
The Panthers outshot the Hurricanes 23-9 in the third.
"[Nedeljkovic] deserved that win so bad," Carolina
defenseman Brett Pesce said. "Honestly, we weren't our
best, including myself. We had a lot of breakdowns and he
was there to clean it all up and to get that win for him is
huge. It was huge and it's definitely good for his confidence."
Pesce gave the Hurricanes a 1-0 lead at 13:35 of the first
period on the power play with a one-timer from the left faceoff circle.
Vatrano tied it 1-1 when he scored on a rebound at 4:40 of
the third. Each goal during Vatrano's streak has been scored
in the third period.
"The last few games we've been playing really well in the
third period," Panthers captain Aleksander Barkov said.
"Obviously when you're not getting the lead in the first or
second period, that's why you have to come back strong in
the third and try to score goals.
"It never feels good to lose those [late leads] and go into
overtime, but it happens and we just have to learn from it and
move forward. It was a huge point for us again."
Barkov played his 500th NHL game and had an assist on
Vatrano's goal.
"That's a huge accomplishment for myself, obviously,"
Barkov said. "Even one game in this league is a dream and
every game for me is living the dream."
NOTES: It was the fifth consecutive game the Panthers
allowed the first goal. They have not scored in the first or
second period in their past four games (1-1-2). … Florida
forward Noel Acciari had one shot on goal and six hits in
11:28 after missing eight games with an upper-body injury.
… The 46 shots on goal are the most the Hurricanes have
allowed this season; they gave up 40 in a 7-3 win against the
Columbus Blue Jackets on Feb. 15.
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Necas scores in OT, Hurricanes beat Panthers 3-2
By Rick Menning
SUNRISE, Fla. (AP) — Martin Necas scored 1:59 into
overtime and the Carolina Hurricanes beat the Florida
Panthers 3-2 on Monday night.
Brett Pesce and Vincent Trochek also scored for the
Hurricanes, who won at Florida for the second time in three
days. Alex Nedeljkovic had a career-high 44 saves.
Necas also had the shootout winner in Carolina’s 4-3 win
Saturday night as none of the three games between the
teams were decided in regulation.
“It feels good. You just end the game,” Necas said. “I really
like 3-on-3. There’s a lot of space. You can make some
skilled plays.”
Frank Vatrano and Eetu Loustarinen scored in the third
period to give Florida the lead, and Chris Driedger finished
with 24 saves. The Panthers have lost three of four.
Vatrano tied the score 1-1 at 4:40 of the third with his
seventh goal of the season and third in three games.
Loustarinen put the Panthers ahead with 3:09 remaining with
his third.
However, Trocheck got his 11th just 1:36 later against his
former team.
“It never feels good to lose those (late leads) and go into
overtime, but it happens and we just have to learn from it and
move forward,” Florida captain Aleksander Barkov said. “It
was a huge point for us again.”
Carolina coach Rod Brind’Amour was pleased with his
team’s grit and never-say-die attitude.
“Obviously that’s not how you would draw it up. The third
period was a little shaky for us,” he said. “But I love how our
guys are digging in. They seem to never quit. It’s two points
and we’ll take them.”
Carolina’s speed and intensity in the offensive zone paid off
in the early going. On the man advantage, Pesce fired a onetimer for a 1-0 lead with 6:25 left in the first. Pesce’s third
goal, coming with Patric Hornqvist in the box for roughing,
followed his two-assist effort against the Panthers on
Saturday night.
“Good teams find ways to win,” Pesce said. “You’ve got to
find a way. It was a gutsy win, but we all know we could (play
better).”

Carolina escaped a 4-on-3 situation late in the second period
as the Panthers dominated in the Hurricanes’ end for over a
minute. During that Florida surge, Nedeljkovic made a clutch
snap glove save off a blast by Aaron Ekblad.
Pesce praised the effort of the Hurricanes’ backup
netminder.
“(Alex) deserved that win so bad,” he said. “We had a lot of
breakdowns and he was there to clean it all up and to get
that win for him is huge.”
Florida appeared to have tied the game on a power play in
the first period, but a quick whistle nullified the goal. Video
replay showed Nedeljkovic never had control of the puck,
leading to boos at the referees throughout the rest of the
game.
STATS
Jake Bean had an assist on Pesce’s goal, giving him seven
points (one goal, six assists) in his last nine games for
Carolina.
Vatrano, whose last three goals have all come in the third
period, has six goals over the last 11 games.
MILESTONE
Barkov played in his 500th NHL game, becoming the 11th
player in franchise history to reach that milestone in a
Panthers’ uniform. Barkov, who had six goals and eight
assists in 14 games during February, is the sixth player to
reach the 500-game mark while spending his entire career
with Florida.
“That’s a huge accomplishment for myself, obviously,”
Barkov said. “It means a lot; even one game in this league is
a dream and every game for me is living the dream.”
MORE FANFARE
The game drew 3,817 fans, including Miami Dolphins’
quarterback Tua Tagovailoa, to the BB&T Center. The
Panthers are one of only 10 teams allowing a limited number
of fans, with the Columbus Blue Jackets set to join that group
Tuesday.
UP NEXT
Hurricanes: At Nashville on Tuesday night.
Panthers: At Nashville on Thursday night.
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NHL Power Rankings: Kaprizov, Zuccarello helping Wild make big climb
By Adam Gretz
In this week’s edition of the NHL Power Rankings the
Lightning reclaim the top spot, the Canucks hit bottom, and
the Wild make a big climb into the top 10.
The Wild are the intriguing story this week thanks to a sixgame winning streak. Forwards Mats Zuccarello and Kirill
Kaprizov are leading the way on this recent surge. Zuccarello
has been outstanding since making his season debut with 11
points in his first seven games, while Kaprizov has been
worth the hype as one of the league’s top rookies. They still
have the defense, they are getting the goaltending, and now
they have a potential star forward to make plays with the
puck.
The West Division has three strong contenders in Colorado,
Vegas, and a health St. Louis team at the top. But that fourth
playoff spot has always been wide open given the rest of the
division. Minnesota is looking to take advantage of it and
grab it.
This week the Wild are in the No. 8 spot of our NHL Power
Rankings.
Where does your team sit?
To this week’s NHL Power Rankings!
1. Tampa Bay Lightning. No Nikita Kucherov and they still
have one of the best records in the league. In four games
this week against Carolina and Dallas they went 4-0-0 and
outscored those two teams by a 15-3 margin.
2. Toronto Maple Leafs. The clear favorite in the North
Division, and the gap seems to be widening every game.

10. Washington Capitals. If Conor Sheary could only play
games against teams that traded him (Buffalo and
Pittsburgh) he would be unstoppable.
11. Winnipeg Jets. They are using the recipe they need to
use in order to win: Great goaltending and relying on their
top forwards to to carry the offense.
12. New York Islanders. They played 12 games in February.
They went 2-2-2 against Pittsburgh. They went 6-0-0 against
everybody else.
13. Edmonton Oilers. They are exciting. They play in the
right division to make a run in the playoffs. But does that
make them a true Cup contender?
14. Pittsburgh Penguins. They keep collecting points, but
they only have four regulation wins this season. Special
teams are also a major problem.
15. Chicago Blackhawks. They are exceeding expectations,
but we are about to find out if they are for real with the
schedule they have ahead.
16. Los Angeles Kings. They future is extremely bright, but
the veterans on the roster are eyeing another trip to the
playoffs this season.
17. St. Louis Blues. Their biggest problem right now is
injuries, but they are getting closer to getting a significant
player back in Vladimir Tarasenko.
18. Calgary Flames. They have hit a little bit of a slump here,
so it is a perfect time to get a stretch of four consecutive
games against the Senators.

3. Vegas Golden Knights. The Marc-Andre Fleury
redemption tour rolls on for Vegas. Hard to argue that the job
is not once again his.

19. Montreal Canadiens. It is crazy what a difference a
month makes. The Habs started the season look like the
biggest surprise story in the NHL. Now they fired their coach
and can not seem to get a win.

4. Colorado Avalanche. Philipp Grubauer does not get a lot
of attention given the talent elsewhere on the roster, but he
has been outstanding this season in net.

20. Nashville Predators. They feasted on Columbus this
week to try and get back into the playoff race. Still seems like
changes are on the horizon.

5. Carolina Hurricanes. Tough week against Tampa, but the
Hurricanes are still playing fantastic hockey this season
overall. A legitimate Stanley Cup contender.

21. Arizona Coyotes. Overcoming back-to-back three-goal
deficits to win games is good, but it also means you were
trailing back-to-back games by three goals. Probably not
great.

6. Florida Panthers. Goalie Chris Driedger and offseason
pickups Patric Hornqvist and Carter Verhaeghe are really
driving this great start.
7. Boston Bruins. There is no slowing down David Pastrnak
right now, and Charlie McAvoy is emerging as a Norris
Trophy front runner right now.

22. Dallas Stars. They have won just two out of their past 12
games after starting the season with a four-game winning
streak.
23. New York Rangers. Not much is going right for them this
season, but Mika Zibanejad‘s slump is quite a surprise.

8. Minnesota Wild. Kirill Kaprizov has completely changed
the entire dynamic of this team.

24. New Jersey Devils. Mackenzie Blackwood is going to
keep them in almost every game he plays.

9. Philadelphia Flyers. They had a dominant weekend
against Buffalo and are finally starting to get some of their
top players back.

25. San Jose Sharks. No offense, aging stars on defense,
and no goaltending. It is a bad combination.
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26. Columbus Blue Jackets. Patrik Laine has scored a lot of
goals, but nobody else has. They are also not winning.

29. Detroit Red Wings. They would probably like to see more
progress from some of the younger players on the roster.

27. Anaheim Ducks. When you lose back-to-back games
when you hold a three-goal lead, against the same team,
that is never a good sign.

30. Ottawa Senators. A lot of their young players are
showing some progress.

28. Buffalo Sabres. What. A. Mess.

31. Vancouver Canucks. They are 3-0 against Ottawa. They
are 5-14-2 against everybody else in the division. It is not like
the rest of the division is loaded with Stanley Cup
contenders.

Recap: Canes top Panthers behind Nedeljkovic gem, Necas winner
The Carolina Hurricanes secured two points in Sunrise,
Florida Monday night, beating the Panthers 3-2 in overtime
thanks to a great night in net from Alex Nedeljkovic.
By Alec_Sawyer
The Carolina Hurricanes completed a four-point trip to
Sunrise, Florida Monday night, topping the Florida Panthers
3-2 in overtime thanks to a gem in net from Alex Nedeljkovic
and a beautiful overtime winner from Martin Necas.
Nedeljkovic left everything on the ice to lead Carolina to the
win, putting up 44 saves on 46 Florida shots in maybe the
best performance of his NHL career so far. Necas netted the
game winner in overtime after Vincent Trocheck tied things
up with just 1:33 left in the third period, with Necas slotting
home a perfect feed from Sebastian Aho.
The Hurricanes got on the board first with a rocket from Brett
Pesce in the opening period, but things went cool after that
as Florida controlled most of regulation. The Panthers scored
twice in the third period to take the lead, as Frank Vatrano
scored the first and former Hurricane Eetu Luostarinen
netted the second. Both goals came off rebounds from
strong Nedeljkovic saves.
Carolina certainly didn’t play its best game, getting outshot
46-27, but the performance of Nedeljkovic helped keep the
Canes alive long enough to strike. Chris Driedger suffered
the loss in net for the Panthers, stopping 24 of 27 shots
faced.
Carolina scored first in the opening period as Pesce blasted
a perfectly placed, one-timer slapshot past Driedger on the
power play. Florida’s Patric Hornqvist went to the box for
roughing, and Pesce scored a minute later with the rocket off
a good feed from Jake Bean. Jesper Fast provided a needed
screen in front of Driedger in net.
The second period was defined by a lot of whistles and a lot
of strong penalty kills, as each team went to the box three
different times in the middle frame. The Panthers had the
best opportunity to find a goal late in the period, with an

Andrei Svechnikov roughing shortly followed by a Dougie
Hamilton tripping gave Florida 1:28 of 4-on-3 hockey.
The Canes’ penalty kill came up big though, as Carolina held
Florida off the board and entered the second intermission
with its 1-0 lead still intact. Nedeljkovic made a key save
early on in the 4-on-3, flashing the glove to deny Aaron
Ekblad.
Florida came out strong in the third period and it paid off with
a game-tying goal from Vatrano early in the final frame, as
the Panthers overloaded the Canes in the corner and
Vatrano scraped in a rebound.
Nedeljkovic, who had been fantastic to keep the Panthers off
the board, couldn’t do much, as both Brock McGinn and
Pesce couldn’t get the puck cleared from in front of net.
Vatrano, falling to the ice, was able to slot it in and make it 11.
Luostarinen made it 2-1 late in the third period, with
Nedljkovic coming up with a couple big saves to deny Florida
before the rebound eventually found its way to the former
Cane and into the back of the net.
Rod Brind’Amour pulled Nedeljkovic with about two minutes
left in the game and it almost immediately paid off, as
Trocheck tied things up against his former team. The Canes
got the puck deep to Nino Niederreiter behind the net, who
slotted a beautiful pass to Trocheck in the danger zone.
Trocheck didn’t miss, wristing his shot into the net to even
things back up with just 1:33 remaining in the game.
The Canes won the game 1:59 into the overtime period, as
Necas and Aho sprung out on the break together to link up
for a great goal and two points.
Carolina will be back on the ice in Nashville Tuesday night,
as the Canes and Predators will meet for the second time
this season.
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They said it: Brind’Amour, Nedeljkovic, Necas, Pesce on overtime win
Rod Brind’Amour, Martin Necas, Alex Nedeljkovic and Brett
Pesce spoke to the media following the Hurricanes’ 3-2
overtime win in Florida Monday night.

now. It was a huge acquisition for us at the time, getting a
player like that. You’re seeing that now. His play this year
has been great.

By Andrew Schnittker

Martin Necas

The Hurricanes snatched victory from the jaws of defeat
Monday night in Florida, thanks to a game-winning overtime
goal and two assists from Martin Necas, 46 saves from Alex
Nedeljkovic, late, game-tying goal from Vincent Trocheck
and power-play goal from Brett Pesce.

On his overtime goal: I was full of energy for the OT. I was
fresh, so I made good decisions there with [Sebastian Aho].
He made a beautiful pass. I didn’t even see how it got
through, but it was right on my tape and I put it into the net
there.

Pesce, Nedeljkovic, Necas and Rod Brind’Amour spoke to
the media after the win, here’s a full breakdown of everything
they had to say:

On Vincent Trocheck’s goal: He’s a great player. He’s always
there in front of the net, in the slot. He’s always there. He just
made a good play there, and he had a great shot. It was
good for us, but I feel like overall we’ve got to be a little
better. For me, I feel like I had a really tough game.
Sometimes it is like that, and then I step out there for OT and
have got to go.

Rod Brind’Amour
On Martin Necas: We were obviously on our heels, so he got
lost in the shuffle a little bit there. But obviously when we
needed a goal, we put him out there and they came through.
On winning competitive games: They’re always good to win,
no matter how you do it. Obviously that’s not how you would
draw it up. The third period was a little shaky for us. We were
on our heels. But I love how our guys are digging in. They
seem to never quit. It looked like it was going to go the other
way tonight, and we bounced back. So you’ve got to give the
guys a lot of credit for digging in. Obviously it wasn’t our best
third, but I thought for two periods we were really good, and
deserved better. It just didn’t go our way. It’s two points, and
we’ll take them.
On giving Brett Pesce power-play time: I’ve always known he
could do it. Over the years, he’s always been that guy I’ve
kind of thrown in when we had to use him. To be honest, the
reason you don’t want to use him is just ice time. I don’t want
him to have to play mega mega minutes. You start throwing
power play, penalty kill, next thing you know the guy’s never
off the ice. So that’s the only reason you don’t use him. But
obviously with [Teuvo Teravainen] out, we’re one guy short
on the power play. He’s obviously done well. So there’s no
reason not to use him other than you don’t want him out
there for the whole game.
On Alex Nedeljkovic, and if the team will have a tough
decision when Petr Mrazek comes back: I haven’t really
thought about that, to be honest with you. But it’s great to
see him these last few starts. I think he’s been really sharp.
Tonight, that’s one of those where you’ll look back and say
that he got us the victory tonight. He kept us in the game, in
the third, obviously. We hope to have those tough decisions
whenever Petr gets back.
On Alex Nedeljkovic’s puck handling: That’s a great
observation. Sometimes it gets him in a little trouble, there’s
a couple times where he overhandles it at times.But in
general, that skillset is very, very important. Getting pucks on
your own, and it just makes one less forecheck that you
didn’t have to deal with or maybe one less shift in your own
end that accumulates over time, and that puts a lot of stress
on your team. He was really sharp with that tonight.
On Vincent Trocheck scoring big goals: He’s done it for us all
year. He’s logging a lot of minutes. He plays every situation

On the feeling of scoring a game winner in OT: It feels good
and the game’s over. It’s a good feeling. For me, I really like
3-on-3. There’s more space. You can make some skill plays.
You have more space to handle the puck. It feels good.
We’ve just got to do a little quick recovery now and get ready
for tomorrow.
On Brett Pesce’s offensive play this year: He’s really, really
good. He’s been a big part of our team. He’s probably up
there not just for the scoring goals, but so far he’s been really
good offensively and he’s always great defensively. It’s great
that we have him, and we have a strong D corps.
On Nedeljkovic’s night: He played great. He made some big
saves. I think overall with our team, we’ve got to be a little
better. We feel like we didn’t play our best, but we found a
way and [Nedeljkovic] was a big part of it.
Alex Nedeljkovic
On keeping it close enough to be able to tie it and win in
overtime: It was a busy night, a lot of shots. I thought we did
a good job, for the most part, of keeping them to the outside.
At times there maybe late, I was leaving a few in the slot
there up front. I was kind of making some more work there
for myself than I needed to. And there were a few unlucky
bounces there. I just got caught in the wrong place and the
puck bounced the wrong way. But you’ve got to play through
it. I think that’s what good teams do. They bounce back, and
they respond. That’s what we’ve done the last few games.
They’ve erased a few leads on us, and we’ve been able to
respond and come out with the W.
On if there’s nights as a goaltender where you are just on
and on if Monday was one of those nights: Yeah, it was just
one of those nights. You do a lot of work behind the scenes
preparing and getting ready and warming up and all that.
You’ve got to stay sharp, make sure you are ready to go.
We’re playing a lot of games in a short amount of time here.
It’s easy to kind of get into a little bit of a lull and take a
breath one day and not stay sharp, not do everything you
need to get ready. That’s been the biggest thing for
everybody; just staying sharp and being prepared to come
out and play and execute.
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On staying locked in when the shots are coming from the
outside: Yeah, they’re not the most high-quality shots, but
they’re a lot. You put some traffic, you put some big bodies.
And they’ve got some big guys on that team, [Patric]
Hornqvist especially. That guy has made a living just parking
his butt in front of the net. It’s tough trying to find your own
space and looking around those guys. The biggest thing is,
like I said before, you try to stay sharp and swallow
everything that you can. One shot could easily turn into two
or three if you’re not sharp on those, and you’re making your
job a lot harder than you need it to be.
On the lift it gives him seeing his team tie the game after he’s
been pulled for the extra skater: It’s awesome. That was
huge. If there was a camera on the whole bench, you’d see
the guys jumping up like it was just an overtime goal. Those
are huge. Especially with like I said, we found a way to
respond after giving up a lead these last two nights. That’s
what good teams do. That’s what we’re trying to do, and now
we just have to find ways to finish it off in regulation there
and tighten it up defensively at the end there.
Brett Pesce
On being a good offensive player in college and on bringing
that out again: Believe it or not I did use to be kind of an

offensive guy in school. I always kind of ran a power play
growing up, I guess sort of like everyone though. It’s a good
feeling that they trust me enough to be out there. I’m just
trying to make the most out of my opportunity right now and
show that I can contribute offensively.
On how bad they wanted to win this game for Nedeljkovic:
He deserved a win so bad. We weren’t our best, including
myself. We had a lot of breakdowns, and he was there to
clean it all up. To get that win for him is huge. He does
deserve more. It was huge, and it was definitely good for his
confidence.
On what it says about the team to be able to win when it
doesn’t play its best: Good teams find ways to win. You’re
not gonna be your best for all 82, or whatever this is, 56
games. But like I said, you’ve got to find a way no matter
what it is. If it takes a hot goalie to kind of bail us out a few
games, then you capitalize on some of the opportunities we
get offensively then so be it. It was a gutsy win, but we all
know we can clean it up.
On Jake Bean’s assist on his goal: It was perfect. He put it
right in my wheelhouse, and he let me just kind of fire away.
It was a good pass.

About last night: Ned steals a win, Necas, Trocheck come up clutch
Thanks to the heroics of Alex Nedeljkovic, Vincent Trocheck
and Martin Necas, the Hurricanes left Florida Monday night
with two points they probably didn’t deserve.
By Andrew Schnittker
The Carolina Hurricanes, simply put, went into the BB&T
Center and stole two points against the Florida Panthers
Monday night. They built a 1-0 lead through two periods, but,
with an abysmal third-period performance, had no business
coming away with a win.
But, thanks to 44 saves on the night from Alex Nedeljkovic
and clutch goals from Vincent Trocheck and Martin Necas,
they did.
Let’s talk about last night:
Nedeljkovic stands on his head
Any discussion about this game has to start with Alex
Nedeljkovic. The Canes’ netminder was superb. He turned
aside 44 of 46 Panthers shots, and made grade-A stops all
night, such as the below glove save on a Panthers 4-on-3
power play.
“It was just one of those nights,” Nedeljkovic said. “You do a
lot of work behind the scenes preparing and getting ready
and warming up and all that. You’ve got to stay sharp, make
sure you are ready to go. We’re playing a lot of games in a
short amount of time here. It’s easy to kind of get into a little
bit of a lull and take a breath one day and not stay sharp, not
do everything you need to get ready. That’s been the biggest
thing for everybody; just staying sharp and being prepared to
come out and play and execute.”
Nedeljkovic saved his best work for the third period,
however. He simply had to. The Panthers flat-out dominated

the third, outshooting Carolina 23-9 and racking up a 77.78
corsi-for percentage at 5 on 5.
Despite Florida putting Carolina completely on its heels and
putting up scoring chances in waves, the Canes largely
weathered the storm, largely thanks to Nedeljkovic. He did
surrender two goals, including a go-ahead marker to former
Hurricanes Eetu Luostarinen with 3:09 to play, but neither
were his fault, and it could have been a lot worse, as
Nedeljkovic kept the game close enough for Trocheck to
send it to overtime.
“Ned” has been stellar over his last three starts that have
included his first career shutout, a game in Tampa where he
kept the Canes in it despite a poor performance in front of
him, and last night’s game-stealing effort.
Rod Brind’Amour said he hasn’t thought that far ahead yet,
but Nedeljkovic’s performance of late could make for a tough
decision on who backs up Petr Mrazek, who could return this
week.
“It’s great to see him these last few starts,” Brind’Amour said.
“I think he’s been really sharp. Tonight, that’s one of those
where you’ll look back and say that he got us the victory
tonight. He kept us in the game, in the third, obviously. We
hope to have those tough decisions whenever Petr gets
back.”
Martin Necas keeps making plays
Necas has grown his defensive game and even made an
impact on the penalty kill this season, but he still makes his
biggest mark in the offensive zone. Monday night, he
factored in on all three goals, and combined with Sebastian
Aho for a dazzling play as he scored the game winner in
overtime.
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The goal was Necas’ second overtime winner of the year
(and he scored the shootout winner in Saturday’s game), and
watching the Czech forward in the extra period is a
spectacle. With all of the open ice that the 3-on-3 play
provides, Necas’ world-class speed and skill takes over, and
he’s a threat to call game every time the puck is on his stick.
“It’s a good feeling,” Necas said. “For me, I really like 3-on-3.
There’s more space. You can make some skill plays. You
have more space to handle the puck. It feels good.”
It must feel good for the Hurricanes as well, knowing they
have a 22-year-old forward who is growing all areas of his
game and his confidence to use his skills, and should only
keep getting better from here.
Power-play Pesce
It’s been well documented that Brett Pesce, despite returning
from a shoulder surgery last March, has been hands down
the Hurricanes’ best defenseman this season. He’s been his
usual stalwart self in his own zone, shutting down the
opposition’s top players on a nightly basis.
But while Pesce’s offensive game has always been
underrated, it’s seemingly been on display more and more
this season. He’s currently sitting at three goals and 13
points (tops among Hurricanes defensemen) and his 10
assists are two off the team lead.
In the past three games, in addition to his responsibilities at
5-on-5 and on the penalty kill, Pesce’s averaged about 1:06
on the power play with two regulars in Teuvo Teravainen and
Jake Gardiner out of the lineup.
He made good on his opportunity Monday, blasting home a
feed from Jake Bean on a first-period man advantage. That
offensive, power play ability is something Brind’Amour has
always known Pesce had.
“Over the years, he’s always been that guy I’ve kind of
thrown in when we had to use him,” Brind’Amour said. “To be
honest, the reason you don’t want to use him is just ice time.
I don’t want him to have to play mega mega minutes. You
start throwing power play, penalty kill, next thing you know
the guy’s never off the ice. So that’s the only reason you
don’t use him. But obviously with [Teuvo Teravainen] out,
we’re one guy short on the power play. He’s obviously done
well. So there’s no reason not to use him other than you
don’t want him out there for the whole game.”
Pesce’s done everything the Hurricanes have asked of him
this year, and been far and away the team’s most important
blueliner.

Trocheck comes up clutch, Hurricanes find a way again
With the clock ticking down in the final two minutes of
regulation, it didn’t appear the Hurricanes would get even a
single point, let alone two. The team trailed by a goal in a
third period in which it had been dominated. Enter Vincent
Trocheck.
With Nedeljkovic on the bench for an extra skater, Trocheck
found positioning in the slot, took a centering feed from Nino
Niederretier and snapped it home to tie the game with his
11th tally of the season and third in three games against his
former team.
It seems like nearly every time the Hurricanes have needed
a big goal this season, Trocheck has provided. Of his 11
goals, two are game winners, four have come in the third
period, seven have been go-ahead goals and three have
been game-tying goals. The Hurricanes are 8-1-1 when
Trocheck scores this season.
“He’s done it for us all year,” Brind’Amour said. “He’s logging
a lot of minutes. He plays every situation now. It was a huge
acquisition for us at the time, getting a player like that. You’re
seeing that now. His play this year has been great.”
Trocheck’s goal was the latest example of the Hurricanes
finding a way. After they surrendered the go-ahead goal with
just over three minutes left, it seemed Carolina would
deservedly come up empty. But Trocheck’s clutch tally was
the latest example of this team finding a way to scratch and
claw for points on off nights this season, something it’s done
time and again and is a big factor for the Canes’ 14-6-1 start.
While Carolina won’t get away with third-period efforts like
the one Monday often, as Pesce said after the game, “good
teams find ways to win,” and every team won’t be at its best
every night.
“They’re always good to win, no matter how you do it,”
Brind’Amour said. “Obviously that’s not how you would draw
it up. The third period was a little shaky for us. We were on
our heels. But I love how our guys are digging in. They seem
to never quit. It looked like it was going to go the other way
tonight, and we bounced back. So you’ve got to give the
guys a lot of credit for digging in. Obviously it wasn’t our best
third, but I thought for two periods we were really good, and
deserved better. It just didn’t go our way. It’s two points, and
we’ll take them.”
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Goal-scoring juggernaut
Welcome to Wolves Insider: the report presented by Power
Crunch that gives you a taste of all Chicago Wolves
developments as the organization enjoys its 27th season.
A GOAL-SCORING JUGGERNAUT
In 2006-07, the Chicago Wolves constructed one of the
greatest modern-day scoring machines in American Hockey
League history. Led by league MVP Darren Haydar, who set
the AHL’s point-streak record by scoring in the team’s first 39
games, and Rookie of the Year Brett Sterling, who stacked
up 55 goals, the Wolves averaged a franchise-record 4.14
goals per game (331 tallies in 80 games).
Over the last 25 years, only one AHL team has produced
more goals: The 2009-10 Hershey Bears averaged 4.28
goals during the regular season on their way to the Calder
Cup championship.
Why bring this up now? Because the 2021 Wolves are
blowing these numbers away. In the wake of Sunday’s 8-4
victory over the Grand Rapids Griffins, head coach Ryan
Warsofsky’s squad averages 4.78 goals per game (43 in 9
games). Yes, it’s a small sample size, but it’s also proper to
put the team into perspective within its environment. For
example, the Utica Comets rank second in the league at 4.14
goals, but no other team is within a goal of the Wolves’
average output.
Led by second-year center Rem Pitlick (who paces the AHL
with 8 goals) and rookie center Seth Jarvis (who paces the
AHL with 11 points and ranks second with 7 goals), the
Wolves have been productive in all aspects while building
their 8-1-0-0 record. Chicago leads the AHL in power-play
goals (10) and ranks sixth in power-play conversion rate
(23.3 percent). The Wolves are tied with Bridgeport for the
most shorthanded goals (3). And when playing at evenstrength with a goaltender in net — perhaps the best
measure of a team’s prowess — the Wolves are outscoring
their foes by a 29-12 margin.

He has scored at least one goal in each of the Wolves’ last
four games, which is tied with teammate Seth Jarvis and
Lehigh Valley’s Max Willman for the AHL’s longest goal
streak this season.
THE WOLVES FAN GALLERY — with a st. pat’s twist!
Fans can’t attend Wolves home games this season, but that
doesn’t mean their smiling faces can’t be inside the Wolves
Training Facility for every game! How do fans get inside the
building? By joining the Chicago Wolves Fan Gallery,
presented by Hefty, with a purchase of their own
personalized cutout for just $50.
If you purchase now, your cutout will feature a St. Patrick’s
Day-inspired border that’s green and laden with shamrocks.
Each cutout will “attend” every home game. Then, at the end
of the season, each cutout will be autographed and sent to
you as a permanent souvenir of the 2020-21 season. To
learn how to purchase a cutout and submit your picture, click
here.
TOP LINE
SETH JARVIS
The Carolina Hurricanes’ first-round pick in the 2020 NHL
Entry Draft stands atop the American Hockey League
scoring list with 11 points in nine games. Jarvis, who turned
19 on Feb. 1, delivered his seventh goal and his fourth assist
of the season during Sunday’s 8-4 home win over the Grand
Rapids Griffins.
REM PITLICK
Less than four minutes after Jarvis scored his seventh goal
to join Pitlick as the AHL’s leading goal-scorers, Pitlick
registered his eighth goal of the season during the second
period of Sunday’s 8-4 win over Grand Rapids to regain sole
possession of the lead. Pitlick added an assist to move into
second on the AHL’s points chart.

PITLICK WINS CCM/AHL PLAYER OF THE MONTH

JAMIESON REES

Second-year center Rem Pitlick was honored Monday as the
CCM/AHL Player of the Month for February after racking up
a league-best eight goals in eight games. The Ottawa,
Ontario, native who grew up in Minnesota also handed out
two assists to share second place on the league’s points list.

Rees turned 20 years old Friday and celebrated Sunday with
a pair of goals to trigger the Wolves’ 8-4 win over Grand
Rapids. The rookie from Ontario delivered his goals 2
minutes, 45 seconds apart and gave him 3 goals and 2
assists in his first eight professional games.

Pitlick started the season quickly by scoring game-winning
goals against the Rockford IceHogs on Feb. 6 and Feb. 9.
He posted a pair of goals in the Feb. 9 win over Rockford,
then added two more on Feb. 20 against the Iowa Wild.

REWIND (1-1-0-0)
SUNDAY, FEB. 28 (AT) CHICAGO 8, GRAND RAPIDS 4
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Rookie forward Phil Tomasino scored 48 seconds
into the game and rookie forward Jamieson Rees
added two first-period goals as the Wolves avenged
Friday’s loss at Grand Rapids.
Defenseman Cavan Fitzgerald and forwards Seth
Jarvis, Rem Pitlick, Sean Malone and David Cotton
also scored for the Wolves, who never trailed to
wrap up the franchise’s best February.
Goaltender Beck Warm posted 29 saves to improve
to 4-0-0.

FRIDAY, FEB. 26 (AT) GRAND RAPIDS 4, CHICAGO 1



Grand Rapids’ Riley Barber scored 3:59 into the
game and as the Griffins built a 3-0 lead on the way
to handing the Wolves their first defeat of the
season.



Center Rem Pitlick scored in the opening minute of
the third — assisted by Sheldon Rempal and
Frederic Allard — to pull the visitors within 3-1.



Goaltender Antoine Bibeau rejected 31 of 35 shots.

UPCOMING GAMES
Friday,
March 5

vs.
Cleveland

7 p.m.

Wolves Training
Facility

AHLTV

Saturday,
March 6

vs.
Cleveland

3 p.m.

Wolves Training
Facility

AHLTV

Saturday,
March 13

at Iowa

7 p.m. Wells Fargo Arena AHLTV

Sunday,
March 14

at Iowa

3 p.m. Wells Fargo Arena AHLTV

Friday,
March 19

at Grand
Rapids

5 p.m. Van Andel Arena

AHLTV

TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article249607623.html
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/03/hurricanes-tie-late-win-in-ot-at-florida/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-come-back-to-beat-panthers-in-overtime/c-321974218
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/gameday-preview-carolina-hurricanes-nashville-predators/c-321984450
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-florida-panthers-game-recap/c-321295274
https://apnews.com/article/nfl-chris-driedger-nhl-football-florida-5604c0cf1e06be4860241ca5e79fbe92
https://sports.yahoo.com/nhl-power-rankings-kaprizov-zuccarello-152720051.html
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/1/22308574/recap-canes-top-panthers-behind-nedeljkovic-gem-necas-winner
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/1/22308663/carolina-hurricanes-florida-panthers-martin-necas-alex-nedeljkovic-brett-pesce
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/2/22308763/carolina-hurricanes-florida-panthers-alex-nedeljkovic-brett-pesce-martin-necas-vincent-trocheck
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2021/03/01/goal-scoring-juggernaut/

1204566

Carolina Hurricanes

Carolina Hurricanes defenseman Brett Pesce said Monday what many
athletes have said before: Good teams find ways to win, even when
they’re not at their best.

Necas overtime goal lifts Carolina Hurricanes past Florida Panthers

The Canes weren’t always at their best against the Florida Panthers, but
on this night, they had the best goaltender in Alex Nedeljkovic and won
3-2 at BB&T Center on Martin Necas’ goal at 1:59 of overtime.

BY CHIP ALEXANDER

Nedeljkovic was sharp from the start — moving well, handling the puck
well. At the start of a week in which injured goalie Petr Mrazek may
return to the Canes lineup, Nedeljkovic had a career-best 44 saves in his
12th career NHL game.
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“He deserved that win so bad,” Pesce said after the game. “Honestly, we
weren’t at our best, including myself. We had a lot of breakdowns and he
was there to clean it all up.

It does in the NHL, circa 2021, after the decision to go to four divisions
during the pandemic and have the teams play each other eight times
apiece in a 56-game regular-season window.

“You’re not going to be at your best for all (your) games. You have to find
a way. If it takes a hot goalie to bail us out a few games ... so be it. It was
a gutsy win.”

“Any time you’re around or playing the same teams, you start hating each
other more and more,” Carolina Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said
on a media call Sunday. “That’s just the nature of it.”

NECAS, NEDELJKOVIC SHINE

The Carolina Hurricanes and Florida Panthers have played just twice in
the Central Division and already tempers have flared, cross-checks have
been thrown and some contempt formed. The latest came in the third
period of Saturday’s game at BB&T Center that the Canes won 4-3 in a
five-round shootout.

Necas, who thrives in 3-on-3 overtime situations with his speed and skill,
had a goal and two assists. He scored on a give-and-go with Sebastian
Aho, who made a well-placed pass that Necas finished for his third goal
of the season.
“I was full of energy for the OT,” Necas said.
The Panthers (13-4-4) had not lost back-to-back games this season and
have been a strong comeback team. They did it again Monday against
the Hurricanes (14-6-1), who took a 4-3 shootout win over Florida on
Saturday, but only after the Panthers scored three third-period goals.
Monday, the Canes got a power-play goal from Pesce in the first period
and rode the 1-0 lead into the third as Nedeljkovic turned back shot after
shot. His glove save of an Aaron Ekblad shot during a Panthers’ 4-on-3
power-play in the second period was high quality, and he had others.
Then, the Panthers struck in the third. Frank Vatrano scored off a
rebound. Eetu Luostarinen, a former Canes draft pick, then pushed
Florida ahead 2-1 with 3:09 left in regulation as the Panthers jammed
things up in front of Nedeljkovic.
“Good teams bounce back and respond and they did,” Nedeljkovic said.
“They’ve got some big guys on that team. It’s tough trying to find your
own space, looking around those guys. You try to stay sharp and swallow
everything you can.”
Luostarinen was one of the players the Canes traded to Florida last year
in the trade-deadline deal that sent center Vincent Trocheck to Carolina.
Trocheck again made the Panthers pay for that decision, scoring his third
goal in three games this season against his former team with a shot from
the slot with 1:33 remaining in regulation that beat goalie Chris Driedger.

With a little more than nine minutes left in the third, Florida’s MacKenzie
Weegar gave Canes forward Jesper Fast a shove from behind in front of
the Panthers net. Canes forward Andrei Svechnikov skated in and went
chest-to-chest with Weegar and sticks soon were high.
It didn’t end there.
Panthers forward Frank Vatrano popped Svechnikov three times, once
on the side of the head. Defenseman Aaron Ekblad aimed a right hand at
Svechnikov but missed, falling to the ice. No gloves were dropped.
It didn’t end there.
With about 80 seconds left in regulation and the score tied 3-3, Canes
center Jordan Staal bumped aside Patric Hornqvist in a puck battle along
the boards, then turned to go to the net. Defenseman Radko Gudas tied
up Staal and held his stick with his left arm while Hornqvist crosschecked Staal from behind.
Referee Wes McCauley, standing to the side the net, took it all in without
calling a penalty.
ONLY JUST BEGINNING
And just think, this is a third of the way through the season. There could
be some real unpleasantness and madness in March, then some April
hostility as the intensity continues to build and the same players see
each other over and over.

Trocheck’s score, the center’s team-best 11th of the season, came after
Brind’Amour pulled Nedeljkovic for an extra attacker.

“Obviously, as the year goes on the games are going to get tighter and
the points are going to be squeezed out more and more,” Staal said
Sunday.

“We were just trying find some kind of traction in the third,” Brind’Amour
said. “The third period was a little shaky for us. We were on our heels.”

Staal said having fans in BB&T Center — Florida had a listed attendance
of 4,281 for Saturday’s game — added to the intensity in the game.

Necas did not get a lot of ice time in the third as the Canes struggled in
their zone against the hard-charging Panthers. But Trocheck scored,
allowing Necas the chance to shine. And while Necas was named the
game’s first star, Nedeljkovic was the Canes’ first star.

“It definitely had some atmosphere,” he said. “It was fun. It was a good
battle.”

“I like the way our guys are digging in,” Brind’Amour said. “We seem to
never quit. It’s two points and we’ll take ‘em.”
News Observer LOADED: 03.02.2021
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NHL divisional play appears to be breeding contempt between Canes
and opponents

The Canes had just completed four games in a row against the Tampa
Bay Lightning, a bit of scheduling overkill by the NHL as it looks to make
adjustments for COVID-related postponements. In Thursday’s game,
which the Lightning won 3-1, Staal was cross-checked by Blake Coleman
so forcefully that Coleman broke his stick on Staal’s back. Again, no call.
The Canes and Lightning each had five power plays in the game, so it’s
not as if the whistles were put away by the referees most of the night.
Brind’Amour said after the game, “We probably could have had five or six
more power plays, to be honest. It was weird how that worked out.”
That was a subtle jab at the refereeing in the game, possibly with the
Coleman cross-check in mind.
ONLY GOING TO ESCALATE

BY CHIP ALEXANDER
MARCH 01, 2021 07:00 AM

With teams playing almost every other night, the physicality, along with
the glares and snarls should escalate as teams try to position themselves
for the Stanley Cup playoffs. Players will be fatigued and could easily
become edgy. They will reach a boiling point more quickly.

Does familiarity breed contempt, as the old saying goes?

As Brind’Amour put it earlier in the season, there will be a lot of “banging
heads.” Even Canes defenseman Dougie Hamilton has dropped the
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gloves this season, trading punches with Detroit’s Sam Gagner in
Hamilton’s first fight since 2016.
In another game Saturday, St. Louis Blues goalie Jordan Binnington was
lifted after giving up four goals. Binnington shoved three San Jose
players, including goalie Devan Dubnyk, as he angrily left the ice in a
game the Blues won 7-6.
One final note: the Canes and Panthers play again Monday.
CAROLINA HURRICANES VS FLORIDA PANTHERS
When: Monday, 7 p.m.
Where: BB&T Center, Sunrise, Fla.
TV: FSCR.

"It's a funny transgression how things transpire," coach John Hynes said.
"When he came in everyone was, 'It's gonna be offense, offense,
offense.' The reason he got into the lineup originally was because of his
play without the puck.
"He continues to find his way and continues to get opportunities to play
because he's responsible without the puck."
WEEK 6 WINNERS, LOSERS::Nashville Predators and the NHL Central
Division
WHERE'S THE LUCK?:Here's how Preds are trying to make their own
FOR SUBSCRIBERS:Predators GM David Poile is worried — but not
about his job

News Observer LOADED: 03.02.2021

Two of Tolvanen's goals this season have come during power plays. His
assist came from there too.
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Hynes isn't the only one who's noticed growth — in Tolvanen's game
more than his upper lip.

Nashville Predators

Eeli Tolvanen's game growing for Nashville Predators, but his mustache
isn't

Paul Skrbina

Eeli Tolvanen's mettle is growing faster than his mustache.
That's good news for the Nashville Predators, because Tolvanen's
mustache isn't growing that fast.
That idea was born of a bet between the 21-year-old forward and goalie
Juuse Saros about who could wear bristles better, and inspired by Filip
Forsberg's handlebar mustache, which looks more worthy of hanging
framed on a wall than from his upper lip.
"I don't think everybody saw (Juuse's) mustache but it was kind of a joke
on the road," Tolvanen said. "We both had a terrible mustache and we
kind of made a bet (about) whoever could rock it longer. It's getting easier
and easier but you guys should see (Juuse's) too; it's pretty bad too."

Forsberg, who played with Tolvanen regularly for the first time Saturday,
has too.
"Whatever he did in the offseason is definitely paying off," Forsberg said.
"He's looked strong, he's banging bodies. That's (something), as a skill
guy like he is, you have to be able to do. You have to protect the puck. ...
His shot, he's got to keep using that, keep shooting the puck and I'll try to
give it to him as much as I can."
Tennessean LOADED: 03.02.2021
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Can sports fans catch COVID-19 in the stands? It's pretty unlikely local
experts say

Brad Schmitt

The opposite can be said of Tolvanen's play of late.Tolvanen's game
seemed to grow at the same rate as his 'stache.

Sports fans are pretty safe socially-distanced in the stands, from
Nashville Predators games to high school wrestling matches, according
to Nashville health experts and Metro Health Department statistics.

Almost rhythmically, Tolvanen would get sent down, then get called up
again. But this season he was determined nothing was going to keep him
down.

"They should feel pretty comfortable going to (games)," said Meharry
Medical College internal medicine Dr. Calvin Smith, a leading Nashville
voice in the fight against COVID-19.

The 2017 first-round pick had three goals and an assist 12 games
through Sunday, including two goals and an assist in his previous four
games.

Statistics show no coronavirus clusters traced back to the Bridgestone
Arena or to any college or high school sporting event in Nashville, Metro
Health Department spokesman Brian Todd said.

That Tolvanen has accounted for 66% of his career offensive output this
season, and 50% during the previous four games, is evidence the game
is coming easier to him.

Zero.

He scored his first career game-winning goal Sunday against the
Columbus Blue Jackets.
It's no coincidence his confidence has sprouted lately. He'd played the
last two games on the top line with Forsberg, who leads the team in
goals (nine) and points (20).
The two had played 43 minutes, 4 seconds together this season. During
that time they had accounted for 36 shots for versus 14 shots against.
They had scored five goals for while allowing just one against.
Yes, 16 of those minutes and four of those goals came when the two
played on the power play together.
Still, those numbers not only speak to their offensive abilities but also to a
part of Tolvanen's game that often has gone overlooked — defense.

"We attribute the lack of clusters among fans to the cooperation and
safety measures that teams have put in place to protect the fans," Todd
said.
Measures such as severely restricting attendance, distancing fans,
limiting or eliminating concessions and staggered arrival and departure
times at sports venues have been effective, health experts agreed.
Some, though, said statistics showing no virus clusters at sporting events
should be taken "with a big grain of salt."
Spectators aren't tested right before and after games, and most people
get and spread COVID-19 without ever knowing they have it, said Dr.
David Aronoff, Vanderbilt's Infectious Diseases Division director.
"Not tracing to sporting events rings a bit hollow," Aronoff said. "Part of
the reason we’re not able to say for certain there’s transmission at
sporting events is that we’re not really looking that hard."
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The Tennessee Titans captured national headlines when a flurry of
players and team staffers contracted the virus in the fall. And there have
been a couple of clusters among teen-age volleyball players in Nashville.

Ex-Detroit Red Wing Todd Bertuzzi arrested on suspicion of drunk driving

But fans?
"It's not particularly dangerous as long as folks follow recommended
guidelines," said Metro Health Department director Dr. Gill Wright.

Helene St. James

"They tend to be pretty safe."

Former Detroit Red Wings forward Todd Bertuzzi has reportedly been
arrested on the suspicion of drunk driving.

Outside Nashville, the picture is fuzzier for high school and college sports
in surrounding counties, where data on tracing coronavirus clusters is not
made public.
But health experts said they aren't aware of any significant spread of the
virus at those events in Middle Tennessee.
And it's about context, too, the experts said.
It more dangerous to have a meal with people outside your quarantine
bubble, where you're talking while facing each other without masks.
Several parents of high school athletes told the Tennessean they feel
safe watching their kids' games.
David Frazier, 47, a construction company owner with two sons who
attend school and wrestle at Montgomery Bell Academy, said he feels
comfortable at matches.
Frazier said nearly all parents wear masks, but they are inconsistent
about social distancing in the stands.
"Parents are going to sit where parents are going to sit," he said. "But I
don't have much hesitation."
Scott A. Pustuzzi, 49, a corporate executive, said he feels safe watching
his two boys play hockey for Brentwood High School's club team.
Pustuzzi said staffers and signage at the Ford Ice Centers and
Centennial Sportsplex consistently remind parents to wear masks
properly and to stay apart in the stands.
"I have no fear as a spectator," he said. "And I think compliance is
important.
"Sports is a way for our kids to feel a level of belonging again and to stay
fit and to diversify what they’re doing."
No parents responded to a Tennessean social media request asking for
comment from those who might feel uncomfortable to sporting events.
More fans likely will be allowed into Nashville sporting events soon,
Wright said.
The city's transmission rate late last week was its lowest since the
pandemic broke out, officials said.
And as more Tennesseans get vaccinated, the number is expected to get
lower, especially if people, including sports fans, continue following
guidelines, experts said.
"Watching sporting events can be done in a relatively safe or reduced
risk way," Aronoff said.
The next big Nashville event will be the SEC basketball tournament
March 10-14 at Bridgestone Arena. As of Friday, there was no word on
how many fans would be allowed to attend or what COVID-19 safety
precautions will be in place for the tournament, which was canceled after
one day last year because of safety concerns.
Wright is hopeful the SEC will put in place the same restrictions and
safeguards the Predators have. The Preds are letting in about 3,000 fans
for home games, about 17% of capacity.
Tennessean LOADED: 03.02.2021
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According to TMZ, the 46-year-old was pulled over after midnight
Saturday morning in Auburn Hills after motorists called 911 to report a
swerving car.
Police reportedly saw the vehicle run a red light. When Bertuzzi was
pulled over, officers suspected he was intoxicated. Bertuzzi refused a
breathalyzer test, but according to TMZ, Bertuzzi showed signs of
impairment during field sobriety tests.
[ How the Wings can build on February success — despite ugly ending in
Chicago ]
Joe Taylor, who identified himself as a working front-desk operations for
the Auburn Hills Police Department, said the department did not have a
comment because the incident is “still under investigation.”
Records show Bertuzzi was booked 3:35 a.m. Saturday and released
from Oakland County Jail 12:52 p.m. Saturday.
Bertuzzi, 46, played for the Wings in 2007 and returned for a second stint
from 2009-10 to 2013-14. Bertuzzi was a good fit with the Wings, and
popular in the locker room. He has remained in the area since retiring,
and sometimes is a guest at in-arena entertainment during games at
Little Caesars Arena.
Bertuzzi's career is marred by an incident from March 2004, when he
was with the Vancouver Canucks. In retaliation for Colorado Avalanche
forward Steve Moore checking Vancouver Canucks captain Markus
Naslund (there was no penalty on the play) during a game the previous
month, Bertuzzi punched Moore in the back of the head. The hit ended
Moore's career. The incident led to criminal charges and a lengthy
lawsuit that was settled confidentially in 2014.
Bertuzzi is the uncle for Wings forward Tyler Bertuzzi.
Detroit Free Press LOADED: 03.02.2021
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How Detroit Red Wings can build on February success — despite ugly
ending in Chicago

HELENE ST. JAMES

The Detroit Red Wings head onto their next road game smarting after
blowing their nascent winning streak.
They face the Columbus Blue Jackets on Tuesday after back-to-back
games in Chicago that showed how well the Wings can play when they
are at their best — and how they can fall apart when they are at their
worst. Their lineup was depleted of regulars, and Thomas Greiss’
numbers were especially ugly. The Wings were only down by a goal
going into the third period Sunday at United Center, but they came out of
with a 7-2 loss.
“We don’t have any room for error,” coach Jeff Blashill said. “We have to
be close to great every night. And when you are not great, you can’t give
up easy chances. That just has to continue to be something we
understand as a hockey team.
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“If that thing stays 2-1 for a lot longer, you’re sitting there and you have a
good chance to tie and win. We created enough chances in the third, I
think we could have potentially tied the game.”

Head hanging, or looking into the ceiling of United Center after allowing a
Chicago goal, Greiss had little chance to make saves against the
relentless Blackhawks offensive attack.

What happened in reality is that Patrick Kane was allowed time and
space to set up Pius Suter early in the third period, and at its midpoint,
Kane celebrated his 400th career goal. Just like that, 2-1 became 5-1.

But the most stark image was Greiss smashing his stick after allowing
Chicago’s seventh and final goal, by Farmington Hills native Alex
DeBrincat. Greiss slammed the stick once over the crossbar, then
another time.

Evgeny Svechnikov scored on a power play to pull the Wings within three
goals, but only for a couple minutes. He was a bright spot, scoring his
second goal in two games after finally being granted a spot in the lineup;
Sam Gagner was the other one. He scored his fourth goal in three games
and led his team with seven shots on net.
Both Gagner and Blashill questioned the 46 shots on net the Wings were
given on the scoresheet.
“I don’t know if we had 40 shots worth of pressure,” Gagner said. “But it’s
good to have that mindset of putting pucks on the cage and then getting
guys there.”
Dylan Larkin, Tyler Bertuzzi and Robby Fabbri all missed the game with
upper-body injuries, and Patrik Nemeth was in COVID-19 protocol.
Blashill didn’t have much in the way of updates on the injured guys, but it
sounded like Fabbri could be back soon — he landed on his back
Saturday, and was close to being available Sunday.
The Wings topped the Blackhawks, 5-3, Saturday, winning consecutive
games for the first time this season. For 40 minutes Sunday, it looked like
they might extend the streak. Then they gave up five goals in a span of
10 shots.
“For a large stretch of the game we played fine except for our sort
issues,” Blashill said. “I thought we pushed back even after they scored a
couple of the goals, we had moments of push-back. You just can’t give
up easy chances. You have to be able to push without giving up easy
chances. Unfortunately, that’s not what happened. It wasn’t large
stretches of getting outplayed, it was just when we gave up a chance, it
was way too easy.”
The Wings (7-14-3) were feeling pretty good about themselves this past
month, having won five games and seemingly finding an identity after
struggling in January, while five regulars were sidelined for two weeks in
the league’s pandemic protocol. There were hiccups, such as the
blowout loss at Tampa Bay at the start of the month and a 7-2 loss at
home to Florida, but there were also well-played, close games. To end
the month on a downer such as Sunday's frustrated the team.
“We get down a couple and were pressing for offense,” Gagner said. “We
can’t give up odd-man rushes and leave our goalie out to dry. We have to
find a way to buckle up defensively there. The only way we are going to
be able to come back is making sure we are solid defensively. Certainly
have to learn from (it).
“It’s disappointing. For the most part, we’ve been happy with our game.
We just can’t have lapses like that. We have to make sure we are finding
consistency. We have to come back better on Tuesday.”
Detroit Free Press LOADED: 03.02.2021
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The frustration over the Wings losing, 7-2, and Greiss not able being to
stem the bleeding in any way, was painfully evident.
"Guys need to do a better job of picking him up and it starts on the ice,"
forward Sam Gagner said after the game. "He's playing hard for us. He
made some big saves early and when you give a team like that odd-man
rush chances, they will make you pay.
“It's not fair to Greisser. We have to do a better job of playing in front of
him and limiting their chances."
The Wings signed Greiss to a two-year contract worth $7.2 million ($3.6million cap hit per year) in the off-season, expecting Greiss to form a
dependable and consistent tandem with Jonathan Bernier.
But to this point, Bernier has continued his stellar goaltending going back
to about December 2019, before the pandemic paused the NHL season
in March 2020.
Greiss, meanwhile, has had difficulty adjusting to the Wings.
Greiss, 35, has an 1-11-3 record, with a ghastly 3.46 goals-against
average and .882 save percentage — both percentages ranking the
among the worst of Greiss’ career.
"He actually was good for long stretches of the game (Sunday), and
when you give up that many high-quality scoring chances, you give up
backdoors, you're going to sink back in your net a little bit," coach Jeff
Blashill said. "He showed signs of frustration but he'll put it behind him
and attack next time he gets to play."
Blashill believes the Wings’ inability to sort out the Blackhawks' offensive
rushes led to many defensive mistakes, and it affected Greiss.
“We all have to do our jobs,” Blashill said. “(Greiss) did a good job of
playing the first part of the game and then we gave up to many good
chances. Is he frustrated because we’re giving up too many good
chances? He could be. I would be, too.”
Gagner remarked several times about the Wings’ defensive lapses
Sunday — and leaving Greiss defenseless too often.
It was particularly clear in the third period. The Wings were beginning to
push offensively to attempt to tie the game, but they left Greiss exposed
too often.
“It’s disappointing,” Gagner said. “Greisser has battled real hard for us
and we kind of hung him out to dry there at the end. It’s something we
need to rectify in here and make sure we’re better. For the most part
we’ve been happy with our (team defense) game. We just can’t have
lapses like that. We have to make sure we’re finding consistency.”
The struggles Greiss has had this season could be a factor in what the
Wings choose to do with Bernier, an unrestricted free agent this summer.

Goalie Thomas Greiss' stats are abysmal, but here's why Wings say it's
not all his fault

Bernier (6-3-0, 2.63 GAA, .918 SVS) has been borderline spectacular
playing in front of the last-place Red Wings the last two seasons. With
several playoff contenders suddenly looking for goaltending ahead of the
playoff push (Pittsburgh, Colorado, Washington), Bernier could be a
valuable trade chip.

TED KULFAN

Red Wings at Blue Jackets
Faceoff: 7 Tuesday, Nationwide Arena, Columbus

Detroit — The frustration was evident in the actions of Red Wings
goaltender Thomas Greiss on Sunday.

TV/radio: FSD/97.1
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Outlook: The Red Wings (7-14-3) visit the struggling Blue Jackets (8-105), who have lost five straight games and seven of their last eight. ...
Speculation is mounting about whether Columbus coach John Tortorella
could be fired. ... Recently acquired RW Patrik Laine (eight goals, 13
points) has been a rare bright spot.
Detroit News LOADED: 03.02.2021
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Report: Ex-Red Wing Todd Bertuzzi arrested on suspicion of DUI in
Auburn Hills

The Red Wings (7-14-3), already missing Dylan Larkin and Tyler Bertuzzi
with injuries, played without Robby Fabbri, who was hurt in Saturday’s
game.
Evgeny Svechnikov scored on the power play, his second goal in as
many games for Detroit, which also got a goal from Sam Gagner.
Thomas Greiss, making his first appearance since Feb. 19, when he was
pulled after one period in a 7-2 loss to Florida, fell to 1-11-3.
Trailing 2-1, the Red Wings came out strong in the third period and had a
couple of opportunities to tie it before Pius Suter scored at 1:32. He fired
a hard wrist shot past Greiss as Detroit defensemen Alex Biega and
Danny DeKeyser backed off a bit, giving him room, instead of stepping
up.
That goal opened the floodgates a bit. Carpenter scored his second of
the game, on the power play, at 7:06. Kane tallied his milestone goal at
9:10 on a two-on-one. Dominik Kubilak scored at 14:14. Alex DeBrincat
wrapped up the scoring at 15:13.

TED KULFAN

Former Red Wings forward Todd Bertuzzi reportedly was arrested on
suspicion of driving under the influence of alcohol early Saturday morning
in Auburn Hills.
TMZ Sports first reported the arrest Monday, saying motorists called 911
to report a car swerving after midnight. Auburn Hills police responded to
the area and allegedly saw Bertuzzi’s automobile went through a red
light, before stopping Bertuzzi’s vehicle.
Auburn Hills police are not commenting because the matter remains
under investigation. According to Oakland County Jail records, Bertuzzi
was booked into the jail at 3:35 Saturday morning, and released at 12:52
p.m. Saturday.
TMZ reported Bertuzzi refused a breathalyzer test, but performed fieldsobriety tests and “showed obvious signs of impairment," according to
TMZ's law enforcement sources.
Bertuzzi, 46, played in 308 games over six seasons with the Red Wings,
totaling 61 goals and 89 assists. He played 18 NHL seasons, and 1,159
games.
Todd Bertuzzi is the uncle of current Red Wings forward Tyler Bertuzzi.

A frustrated Greiss snapped his stick in half against the goal post after
that final goal.
The Red Wings put good pressure on Lankinen in the first period,
outshooting the Blackhawks 21-12. Their defense was particularly active,
combining for 13 of those shots. But Chicago took a 2-1 lead into the
intermission.
Gagner got Detroit on the scoreboard at 17:51 with a nice deflection from
the slot off Jon Merrill’s point shot. It was Gagner’s fourth goal in three
games.
Nikita Zadorov opened the scoring at 11:41. He took a drop pass as the
trailer on the play, turning it into a four-on-three advantage, and whipped
a shot past Greiss from the slot.
A turnover by Frans Nielsen led to Carpenter’s first goal at 17:13. His
shot deflected off the stick of Christian Djoos, hit Biega in the side of the
face and then went off Greiss’ stick and into the net.
Michigan Live LOADED: 03.02.2021
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Todd Bertuzzi lives in Lake Orion.
Detroit News LOADED: 03.02.2021
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Blackhawks top Red Wings 7-2 with third-period outburst

How to watch Red Wings at Blackhawks (2/28)- NHL Regular Season |
Channel, Stream, Time

Updated Feb 28, 3:00 PM; Posted Feb 28, 3:00 PM
By Lauren Williams

Updated Feb 28, 9:58 PM; Posted Feb 28, 9:36 PM
By Ansar Khan

The Detroit Red Wings have seen plenty Kevin Lankinen this season,
and they still haven’t solved him.

The Detroit Red Wings and the Chicago Blackhawks will meet for the
second time in two days. The Blackhawks have the advantage this
season after winning the majority of the two teams’ previous five
matchups this season. The Red Wings had a strong night against the
Blackhawks on Saturday with a 5-3 win.

They peppered the rookie goaltender with a season-high 46 shots
Sunday, but he stopped all but two to lead the Chicago Blackhawks to a
7-2 victory at the United Center.

Now the Red Wings look to make up some ground in the sixth matchup
against the Blackhawks this season. Sunday’s game airs on NBC Sports
Network and fans can stream the game on FuboTV (free 7-day trial) |
Sling | Hulu + Live TV, some regional restrictions may apply.

Lankinen (9-3-3) is 4-0 against Detroit.

Here’s how to watch Sunday night’s game.

The Blackhawks (12-7-4) scored five goals in the third period to break it
open. Patrick Kane scored his 400th career goal while Ryan Carpenter
notched a pair of goals.

What: NHL Regular Season
Who: Detroit Red Wings (7-13-3) vs. Chicago Blackhawks (11-7-4)
When: Sunday, Feb. 28
Time: 7 p.m. ET
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Where: United Center -- Chicago
TV Channel: NBCSN
Michigan Live LOADED: 03.02.2021
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The Panthers fall against Hurricanes again and now face a tough fivegame road trip

BY GEORGE RICHARDS
MARCH 01, 2021 10:07 PM

“We came out wanting to score goals, put pucks at the net and that is
what we have been doing. But every game is different.”
CONNOLLY DEMOTED, OTHER ROSTER MOVES
Forward Brett Connolly, who signed a four-year deal as a free agent in
2019, was placed on waivers by the Panthers on Sunday.
Likely due to the remaining time and money remaining on his deal,
Connolly was not claimed Monday and remains with the Panthers.
By passing through waivers, Florida has one more player who can move
to the taxi squad which gives them a little more roster flexibility.
With Connolly ($3.5 million per season) going to the taxi squad, Owen
Tippett and Riley Stillman were moved up to the main roster. Tippett was
back in the lineup Monday.
Those were not the only roster moves made Monday.

The first two games in this eight-game season series between the
Panthers and Carolina Hurricanes both went to overtime so, it only
figures the third one would as well.
The Panthers probably just wish Martin Necas would take the extra time
off.
On Saturday, Necas beat the Panthers with his fifth-round shootout goal.
Monday, he scored with 3:01 left in overtime to lift the Hurricanes to a 3-2
win at BB&T Center.

Anthony Duclair was hurt in Saturday’s shootout loss to the Hurricanes
and was placed on injured reserve.
Quenneville said he will likely miss a week and would be eligible to be
activated for next Tuesday’s game in Columbus.
Noel Acciari, on the IR since Feb. 14, was activated and returned to his
spot on the fourth line Monday. Florida also added defenseman Noah
Juulsen to the IR.
Miami Herald LOADED: 03.02.2021

The Panthers were trying to go 7-0 this season following a loss but
instead will have to take the point they got out of this one and head on
the road for a five-game trip.
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Florida visits Nashville for two games Thursday and Saturday and then
go to Carolina on Sunday before playing two in Columbus next week.

Former Panther Vincent Trochek’s late third-period goal ties game as
Florida falls to Carolina in overtime

Florida Panthers

The tough part, goalie Chris Driedger said, was holding a late lead and
letting Carolina tie the score and get the extra point in overtime.
“When we scored that late one and we go up, it’s tough,” Driedger said. “I
was unhappy giving up that second goal. ... If I make the save, I probably
get us the win.”

By RICK MENNING
ASSOCIATED PRESS |
MAR 01, 2021 AT 10:28 PM

These teams share a few former players and two of them had a big say
in what happened Monday.
With the score tied at 1 in the third, Eetu Luostarinen — who came to the
Panthers in the Vincent Trocheck trade last February — scored off his
own rebound with 3:09 left to give the Panthers their first lead of the
night.
Not to be outdone, Trocheck forced overtime by scoring with 1:33
remaining.

SUNRISE — Martin Necas scored 1:59 into overtime and the Carolina
Hurricanes beat the Florida Panthers 3-2 on Monday night.
Brett Pesce and Vincent Trochek also scored for the Hurricanes, who
won at Florida for the second time in three days. Alex Nedeljkovic had a
career-high 44 saves.

In overtime, Sebastian Aho fed Necas on a nice cross pass as they
converged on goalie Chris Driedger for the game-winning goal.

Frank Vatrano and Eetu Loustarinen scored in the third period to give
Florida the lead, and Chris Driedger finished with 24 saves. The Panthers
have lost three of four.

Florida trailed 1-0 after Brett Pesce scored a power play goal in the first
period. That held up all the way into the third.

Vatrano tied the score 1-1 at 4:40 of the third with his seventh goal of the
season and third in three games.

Frank Vatrano tied the score at 1 for the Panthers with 15:30 left
following a hard-working shift from the top line.

Loustarinen put the Panthers ahead with 3:09 remaining with his third.

After Carter Verhaeghe got it to Sasha Barkov, he hammered at it a few
times with Vatrano able to find the loose puck off goalie Alex
Nedeljkovic’s pads.

Carolina’s speed and intensity in the offensive zone paid off in the early
going. On the man advantage, Pesce fired a one-timer for a 1-0 lead with
6:25 left in the first. Pesce’s third goal, coming with Patric Hornqvist in
the box for roughing, followed his two-assist effort against the Panthers
on Saturday night.

But, with Trocheck’s game-tying goal, the Panthers ended up losing after
holding a late third-period lead for just the second time this season.
Florida outshot Carolina 23-5 in the third period.
“We have been playing great in the third period lately,’’ said Barkov, who
played in his 500th NHL game Monday.

However, Trocheck got his 11th just 1:36 later against his former team.

Carolina escaped a 4-on-3 situation late in the second period as the
Panthers dominated in the Hurricanes’ end for over a minute. During that
Florida surge, Nedeljkovic made a clutch snap glove save off a blast by
Aaron Ekblad.
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Florida appeared to have tied the game on a power play in the first
period, but a quick whistle nullified the goal. Video replay showed
Nedeljkovic never had control of the puck, leading to boos at the referees
throughout the rest of the game.
STATS
Jake Bean had an assist on Pesce’s goal, giving him seven points (one
goal, six assists) in his last nine games for Carolina.
MILESTONE
Florida captain Aleksander Barkov played in his 500th NHL game,
becoming the 11th player in franchise history to reach that milestone in a
Panthers’ uniform. Barkov, who had six goals and eight assists in 14
games during February, is the sixth player to reach the 500-game mark
while spending his entire career with Florida.
MORE FANFARE
The game drew 3,817 fans, including Miami Dolphins’ quarterback Tua
Tagovailoa, to the BB&T Center. The Panthers are one of only 10 teams
allowing a limited number of fans, with the Columbus Blue Jackets set to
join that group Tuesday.
UP NEXT
Florida visits Nashville on Thursday night.
Sun Sentinel LOADED: 03.02.2021
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Panthers getting Bill Zito era off to flying start

By TIM REYNOLDS
ASSOCIATED PRESS |
MAR 01, 2021 AT 3:01 PM

On the day the Florida Panthers opened training camp, they arrived at
the arena, took their coronavirus tests, had some meetings and hit the
ice.
The routine hasn’t changed much since. There’s been no reason to
switch things around.
The Panthers just slipped to No. 2 n the NHL’s Central Division, holding
the same 29 points as Tampa Bay going into Monday night’s game
against the Hurricanes . And what Florida points to as a key for the big
start, more than anything else, is having simplicity and consistency in the
way they’re going about their business on a day-to-day basis.
“To me, that’s the real story, our daily approach,” Panthers first-year
general manager Bill Zito said in an interview with The Associated Press
last week. “Every single day, nothing’s really changed. Other than we try
to get better, and hopefully, we’re getting a little better at what it is that
we want to do.”
The way Zito tells it, the Panthers are changing nothing. Truth is, they’re
trying to change everything. Florida’s postseason drought is well known;
no series wins since 1996, only four trips to the first round since that run
to the Stanley Cup final a quarter-century ago.

offseason program that had no end in sight, and nobody having a clue
what this season would look like.
So far, so good: The Panthers are 13-4-3. The only time they started
better was 1995-96, the season in which they played for the Stanley Cup.
“We’ve learned so much about our players,” Zito said. “And truth be told,
kudos has to go to the coaching staff. They’ve gotten these guys
prepared to really perform individually at optimal levels, and more
importantly, collectively to come together as a unit with new faces, new
personalities, new playing styles, put them together, make them click in
short order, get them to work together and to play for each other. It’s
really been something to watch and a great, a great learning experience
for me.”
Zito’s path to the Panthers was a circuitous one. He played hockey at
Yale, studied law at Wisconsin and dabbled in coaching, eventually
became an agent and then transitioned to front-office life with Columbus
in 2013. When the Panthers parted ways with Dale Tallon after last
season, they weren’t totally sure which direction they were headed in to
fill the GM role.
An eight-hour meeting with Zito settled that.
“Practically speaking, the roster was pretty solid,” Zito said. “And you’ve
got to give credit to Dale. It’s kind of fun to look out and see Aleksander
Barkov and Jonathan Huberdeau and Aaron Ekblad. That’s a pretty good
start. There were some very, very good players and a lot of them have
been unheralded and gone unnoticed.”
[Popular in Sports] Jimmy Butler out for Heat vs. Hawks due to knee
inflammation; Tyler Herro (hip) returns »
He made tweaks, added players that have already become keys to
Florida’s success like Patric Hornqvist, Carter Verhaeghe and Anthony
Duclair. But the biggest selling point might have been the chance to work
with a coach like Joel Quenneville, who has three Stanley Cup rings from
his time in Chicago.
“It’s not lost on me at all,” Zito said. “I lived in Chicago when he came in
and made the run and had a number of players play for him. So, that is a
luxury for me that does not go unappreciated. I know it every single day.
It’s funny, there’s been any number of instances where I’ve come in with
an idea, and I’d go in and talk to him and I’ll leave the office and we’re
going do the exact opposite because it wasn’t the right thing to do. I very,
very much appreciate his patience and guidance. I learn every day.”
The rest of the NHL might be learning about the Panthers as well.
No opponent has a winning record against Florida this season; the
Panthers are 4-2 against Detroit, 2-1 against Dallas and reigning Stanley
Cup champion Tampa Bay, 2-0 against Chicago, 1-0-1 against Nashville
and Columbus and 1-1 against Carolina.
“I commend the players on the attitude,” Quenneville said. “I think there’s
a there’s a consistent, basically, accountability amongst the players.
From a coaching perspective, we couldn’t ask for a better situation.”
Zito doesn’t think he could have asked for a better front-office situation
either.
These aren’t the same old Panthers.
“We have resilience,” Zito said. “They’ve answered the bell, whether it’s
in game when they get down a couple goals or after they lose a game.
There’s no quit.”
Sun Sentinel LOADED: 03.02.2021

[Popular in Sports] Atlanta Hawks fire coach in middle of series vs. Heat
»
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Zito was brought in this season to help the never-ending process of trying
to turn things around. The cards were stacked high against him; he came
to a new franchise during a pandemic, with players trying to navigate an

Playoff preview? Carolina Hurricanes best Panthers in OT again

Florida Panthers
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Published 6 hours ago on March 1, 2021By George Richards

At 15:43, the Panthers got their power play group on the ice and, just as
Hornqvist was about to put the puck into the net, an official blew the play
dead — either thinking Nedeljkovic had it covered up.

It may only be the first of March, but after the past couple of days, who is
not excited about the potential for a first round playoff series between the
Panthers and Carolina Hurricanes?

He did not.

Based on the past couple of games, it appears they already don’t like
each other a whole lot.
Heck, just having Patric Hornqvist go against the Hurricanes in a best-of7 series may even get a few of these games on national, prime-time
television.
OK, I am reaching with that one.
But it does look like a series between these two would be fun, it would be
intriguing and — it is more than likely going to happen.
Support daily coverage of your Florida Panthers from George Richards
with a subscription to FHN today!
With the new divisional playoff format, the first-place (No. 1 seed) team in
each division will open against the fourth-place/No. 4; the second place
team will open against the third place team.
Right now, it looks like Florida and Carolina could very well the second
and third-place teams in the division behind Tampa Bay.
Sure, the Panthers technically took over first place in the Central with the
point taken from Monday’s 3-2 overtime loss to the Hurricanes.
And maybe Florida ends up winning the Central. Perhaps Carolina does.
Only it just feels like this is a first-round series that feels right. So far,
Carolina has won two of the first three meetings but all three have gone
to extra time.

Hornqvist was already a little upset about the (first) roughing penalty and
this did not improve his mood.
It would get worse.
Anyway, Juho Lammikko was denied by Nedeljkovic just before the
period buzzer sounded.
Shots were tied at 11 for the period but Carolina was the better team in
this period, taking seven more shot attempts than the Panthers.
Second period highlights
Just over five minutes into the frame, Hornqvist was sent to the box again
— hey, roughing! — and wasn’t in complete agreement with the call.
Play was stopped as he came out of the box after Florida killed it off and
Hornqvist went straight to the officials to have a chat.
He did not seem pleased with their explanations.
A few minutes later, Noel Acciari was thrown in the box for a roughing
after checking a Carolina forward; Hornqvist was first to the official to
have a debate.
In the waning seconds of that Carolina power play, Sasha Barkov broke
loose and took off, being pulled down by Jesper Fast in the process.
Florida did not do anything with this power play, nor the one it had later in
the period and Carolina took its 1-0 lead into the third.
Third period/OT highlights

Game 4 is Sunday in Raleigh.

Florida really got things cooking in the third and ended up outscoring
Carolina 2-1 in the period as they outshot the Canes 23-9 in the period.

“I think we’re going to see close games like that all season long,” said
Noel Acciari, who came back Monday after being on the IR the past two
weeks.

The Panthers tied the score at 4:30 of the period on a goal from Frank
Vatrano as he followed up a loose puck off a Barkov shot.

“We’re both battling four a top-four spot. We just have to stick with it.
They’re up 2-1 in the series but we get to see them in not too long. I think
it’s going to be like this from here on out.

Later in the period, Eetu Luostarinen — one of four players to come over
from Carolina in the Vincent Trocheck deal — gave the Panthers their
first lead with 3:09 left.

“You play the same time eight times in a season, you’re going to start
some stuff out there. … They’re not going to forget. I like it. It makes it
feel like playoff-esqe hockey.”

Although it looked like the Panthers might escape with another one-goal
win and go 7-0 following a loss, Trocheck had other plans and tied it with
his 11th goal of the year — and third against the Panthers in as many
games.

The fun a Carolina-Florida series brings could just be in what happens
with Hornqvist.
He was not happy on Monday night.

In overtime, Martin Necas won it with 3:01 remaining after scoring off a
nice feed from Sebastian Aho.
Driedger ended with 28 saves; Nedeljkovic stopped 44.

Not only did Hornqvist get slapped with two separate roughing calls, but
he also had a power play goal taken away from him on an official’s error.

“I liked the way we were competing,’’ Quenneville said.

Joel Quenneville would not get into what the officials told him about the
miscue other than it was an early whistle.

”Lot of positives coming out of the game even though we were trailing for
a big part of it, it didn’t affect how we were competing, how we were
playing.”

Did they apologize?

UP NEXT: FLORIDA PANTHERS AT NASHVILLE PREDATORS

“I don’t think that’s a time for an apology,” Quenneville said with a
chuckle.

When: Thursday, 8 p.m.

A day late, but the February FHN Florida Panthers Mailbag is here!

Where: Bridgestone Arena, NashVegas

First period highlights

TV/Radio: FSF/560-AM

There was not a whole lot going on in the first half of the period — but the
second half made up for that.

Florida Hockey Now LOADED: 03.02.2021

Hornqvist took his first roughing penalty at 12:23 with the Canes scoring
on a Brett Pesce shot from the right circle a minute later.
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Carolina GameDay II: Hurricanes back in Sunrise to face Panthers
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Published 18 hours ago on March 1, 2021By George Richards

“When you play, you feel the the rhythm, you get into the groove,’’
Bobrovsky said Saturday night.
“I tried to do my best to help the guys win the game.’’

The Panthers have played in a couple of classics this past week, rallying
from two-goal, third-period deficits in games against Dallas on Thursday
and again Saturday against the Carolina Hurricanes.
Carolina is back at BB&T Center on Monday for the rematch, so what
can we expect?

TIME FOR THE MAILBAG
If you are reading this on Monday morning, well, you still have time to get
a question in for our special ‘Leap Year’ February Panthers Mailbag.
Ask me anything about the Panthers you want.

The way this season has gone, a hard-fought game is likely coming up.

Actually, ask anything you want. I’m in the mood to answer some
questions.

The Panthers don’t blow many people out and they certainly don’t get
blown out very often themseves.

You can leave your questions in the comment section here, or click on
the Mailbag post and leave in the comment section there.

Of their 20 games so far, the Panthers have been involved in 12 games
decided by a single goal. Florida has won eight of those games, getting
at least a point in 11 of the 12.

Your call.

Of the multi-goal games, the Panthers have: Won by 2 twice, won by 3
twice and beat Detroit by 5.

Carolina Hurricanes at Florida Panthers

Florida has not lost a game by two goals, but have lost two by 3 and one
by 5 (Tampa Bay).

Where: BB&T Center, Sunrise

Other than that, one-goal affairs.
So, we can make a pretty good guess at how Monday will go, right?
The big question around the Panthers going into Monday is who will play
and where.

February is almost over: Time for another FHN Mailbag!

When: Monday, 7 p.m.

Tickets: AVAILABLE HERE
TV/Radio: FSF/560-AM
Records: Florida 13-4-3 (T-1st in Central); Carolina 13-6-1 (3rd)
All-time series: Carolina leads 64-45-6, 11 ties

The biggest question mark, is what happens with Brett Connolly.

Season series: Tied 1-1

Florida placed the veteran forward on waivers Sunday and we will know
at noon whether he’s going somewhere else or sticking around.

Last season: Carolina won two of three
Last time out: Carolina 4, Panthers 3 SO

The thought here is he does not get claimed due to his contract (two-plus
seasons left at $3.5 million AAV) and the Panthers figured the same.

Up next: Florida at Nashville, Thursday, 8 p.m.

So, if he does clear, does he go to the taxi squad? Eventually, maybe.
Monday? Perhaps.

Panthers This Week — Monday: Carolina at Florida, 7; Thursday: Florida
at Nashville, 8; Saturday: Florida at Nashville, 2; Sunday: Florida at
Carolina, 5

UPDATE: Connolly cleared and was placed on the taxi squad. Riley
Stillman and Owen Tippett recalled to the main roster.

PROJECTED FLORIDA PANTHERS LINES

Joel Quenneville has liked what he has seen, for the most part, when he
has given guys a look with Mason Marchment being the latest success
story.
By placing Connolly on waivers, Florida would be able to move him down
to the taxi squad when needed to bring up someone else without
affecting Connolly’s salary.
With Anthony Duclair hurt — Quenneville says he will miss a week so
Florida likely puts him on IR — Tippett gets back in.
So does Noel Acciari who has missed time with an upper-body injury. He
was on the ice Monday morning and Quenneville says he is playing.
Rookie Grigori Denisenko could make his NHL debut soon after being
recalled from AHL Syracuse last week.
Denisenko was on the ice with the taxi squad/scratch players Monday.
Gustav Forsling was back skating Monday but he will not play; Kevin
Connauton is in for his third consecutive game.
Quenneville is going back with Chris Driedger even though Sergei
Bobrovsky helped keep the Panthers within striking distance in both
comebacks against the Stars and Canes.
Bobrovsky was really good and deserves the net again. But with the way
the schedule is set, if Driedger doesn’t go tonight, he may not have seen
a game in a while.
Florida has back-to-back games this weekend in Nashville and Carolina.

FLORIDA FORWARDS
77 Frank Vatrano — 16 Sasha Barkov — 23 Carter Verhaeghe
11 Jonathan Huberdeau — 21 Alex Wennberg — 70 Patric Hornqvist
19 Mason Marchment — 27 Eetu Luostarinen — 74 Owen Tippett
94 Ryan Lomberg — 83 Juho Lammikko — 55 Noel Acciari
FLORIDA DEFENSEMEN
52 MacKenzie Weegar — 5 Aaron Ekblad
3 Keith Yandle — 6 Anton Stralman
44 Kevin Connauton — 7 Radko Gudas
FLORIDA GOALIES
60 Chris Driedger
72 Sergei Bobrovsky
Scratches: D Riley Stillman, F Vinnie Hinostroza
Injured: D Markus Nutivaara (upper body), Anthony Duclair (lower body),
D Gustav Forsling (upper body), D Noah Juulsen (not specified)
Taxi squad: F Grigori Denisenko, F Brett Connolly, G Philippe Desrosiers
Florida power play (15/57 26.3% — 10th in NHL)
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Florida penalty kill (45/58 77.6% — 19th in NHL)
PP1: Sasha Barkov, Jonathan Huberdeau, Patric Hornqvist, Aaron
Ekblad, Keith Yandle
PP2: Alex Wennberg, Frank Vatrano, Owen Tippett, Carter Verhaeghe,
Anton Stralman
PROJECTED CAROLINA HURRICANES LINES
CAROLINA FORWARDS
37 Andrei Svechnikov — 20 Sebastian Aho — 71 Jesper Fast
23 Brock McGinn — 16 Vincent Trocheck — 88 Martin Necas
21 Nino Niederreiter — 11 Jordan Staal — 13 Warren Foegele
18 Cedric Paquette — 78 Steven Lorentz — 48 Jordan Martinook
CAROLINA DEFENSEMEN
74 Jaccob Slavin — 19 Dougie Hamilton
76 Brady Skjei — 22 Brett Pesce
4 Hayden Fluery — 24 Jake Bean
CAROLINA GOALIES
39 Alex Nedeljkovic

space in, cap space out — you can’t just take on money in one direction.
Which obviously makes it more difficult to make a trade.
2021 LTIR teams
Tampa Bay Lightning
$98,785,916
St. Louis Blues
$90,646,348
Dallas Stars
$88,766,438
New York Islanders
$87,338,334
Chicago Blackhawks
$86,809,789
Edmonton Oilers
$86,414,969
Vancouver Canucks
$86,250,412

47 James Reimer

Winnipeg Jets

Carolina power play (18/65 27.7% — 6th in NHL)
Carolina penalty kill (56/70 80% — 12th in NHL)
PP1: Jordan Staal, Sebastian Aho, Vincent Trocheck, Dougie Hamilton,
Andrei Svechnikov

$86,112,727
Anaheim Ducks
$85,590,344

PP2: Jesper Fast, Teuvo Teravainen, Nino Niederreiter, Brettt Pesce,
Martin Necas

Washington Capitals

Florida Hockey Now LOADED: 03.02.2021

Toronto Maple Leafs
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$84,589,612

Websites

$85,540,110

Pittsburgh Penguins
The Athletic / LeBrun: Why the NHL trade deadline may be quieter than
usual

$83,742,857
Colorado Avalanche
$83,446,420

By Pierre LeBrun Mar 1, 2021

Vegas Golden Knights
$83,072,860

So here’s a scary thought for those of us who love a fun NHL trade
deadline.
What if this year it’s a dud?
You can never fully predict these things. Sometimes one move by a
contender forces a domino effect from rivals and suddenly you’ve got
some action that wasn’t foreseen.
That’s what I hope saves this year’s trade deadline period.
But there are some ominous signs that point to a quiet deadline.
For starters, we’ve had as many as 18 clubs in LTIR this season and
currently, according to CapFriendly, 15 clubs with a projected cap hit that
exceeds the upper limit of $81.5 million using LTIR. The end result with
the flat cap, a product of the pandemic, is that this is the tightest the
league overall has been to the cap probably since its infancy. One GM
told me Monday it’s not even close, for sure it’s the tightest it’s ever been.
I’ve had several team executives point to that in conversations over the
past week. We’ve never had a landscape this crazy as far as teams with
so little wiggle room. This means trades with those teams have to be cap

Calgary Flames
$82,590,244
Minnesota Wild
$82,533,043
Buffalo Sabres
$82,123,263
Columbus Blue Jackets
$82,051,797
(Data courtesy CapFriendly)
What I also sense around the league is that winning isn’t necessarily the
driving force with some teams this season. Due to finances, many
owners are hurting through this pandemic and regardless of their team’s
place in the standings may not green light adding payroll given there are
few, or zero, fans in the stands and less gate revenue. You kind of saw
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that in the October-November offseason which wasn’t nearly as dramatic
as an offseason normally is as some good free-agent players stayed out
on the market much longer than usual.

Billie Jean King, tennis legend and founder of the Women’s Sports
Foundation, wanted the players below her on the ice to take a moment to
consider the weight of the moment.

So if you combine the above two factors alone, you’ve got a whole bunch
of teams in LTIR with zero cap space plus other teams restricted
financially to some degree by ownership, which should produce fewer
buyers than a normal year.

“Take a moment to look up at the most iconic ceiling in all sports and
entertainment, because you’re about to bust through it,” she told them.
“You have each been a part of some of the most historic moments on
and off the ice. Tonight, you will make history once again, as you become
the first women to play a professional hockey game at Madison Square
Garden.”

Plus, for the Canadian teams, there’s the 14-day quarantine factor.
Which is real. I know some of the Canadian team front offices saw how
Winnipeg had to wait on Pierre-Luc Dubois, then see him get hurt upon
his return (perhaps as a result of not being on the ice for 14 days), and it
made some Canadian team executives wonder. Not to mention if you
were Calgary or Vancouver over the past weeks, and no question the
respective GM of each of those clubs was doing his due diligence and
phoning around and doing his homework of the marketplace, the ability to
shake up your team with a trade isn’t really there as far as the immediate
impact if you’re dealing with one of the 24 U.S.-based clubs. You make a
trade for a guy and have to wait 14 days for him to walk into the dressing
room? So unless it’s a deal within the Canadian division, no immediate
help is out there.
Now, we are still going to have moves. Pending UFAs will get moved in
traditional rental deals ahead of the April 12 trade deadline, and perhaps
we will even see the odd hockey deal.
And I think if you’re Toronto or Winnipeg looking to add, you try to do it a
few weeks ahead of April 12 to deal with the quarantine.
I still think the contenders are going to try to make a move, the Bruins
and Flyers for a top-four D if they can, the Hurricanes for a stay-at-home
type D, the Leafs for a top-nine forward, etc.
And as I said at the top, once one contender strikes, it may spur a
reaction move within the division from their rivals.
So that part is difficult to predict.
And you’ve got some sellers who may want to be aggressive in using the
deadline now instead of waiting for the offseason, Nashville comes to
mind that way.
But as it stands right now, this feels like an “off” year for the trade
deadline in terms of overall quality and quantity. Some moves yes, but it
feels more limited.
I get the sense from a bunch of front offices that they instead want to
conduct business come July in the offseason, the Seattle expansion draft
alone forcing a number of key decisions around the league.
I’ve never wanted to be more wrong, but I sense a quieter than usual
trade deadline this year.
The Athletic LOADED: 03.02.2021
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The Athletic / ‘More than just the hockey game’: The PWHPA’s historymaking night at Madison Square Garden

By Meg Linehan Mar 1, 2021

On Sunday night, before the puck dropped for the first-ever women’s
professional hockey game played at Madison Square Garden, contested
by Team Minnesota and Team New Hampshire of the Professional
Women’s Hockey Players Association, there was a simple request from a
special guest: look up.

She had another request for them, though, for after the game, no matter
the result. “Then we’re going to fight for every girl and every woman who
will be standing on their skates, playing on the ice right where you are —
not for years, for generations to come. So get ready. Keep fighting for
equality and equity that every woman deserves in every single sport.”
Hilary Knight, a forward on Team Minnesota (who made her debut for the
United States national team as a 17-year old in 2006), said after the
game that King had “started all of this for us,” but also that she had to “try
to fight back the tears when she’s giving a pregame speech because
every word she’s saying is 100 percent true.”
Knight would be the first of many players to echo a theme of the night —
and an indication that they all had heard King’s words, had indeed looked
up at that iconic ceiling of the Garden and considered the symbolic act of
breaking through it.
“Obviously, it was a game of hockey,” Knight said. “But it meant more
than just the hockey game.”
Of course, there was still a hockey game at hand, and an entertaining
one at that. Despite a bit of rustiness on display the night before for the
first of the two games played during the weekend (Team Minnesota
cruised to a 5-2 victory thanks to a breakout debut performance from
Abby Roque, who had two goals and two assists), Sunday night’s game
lived up to the stage it was on.
Brianna Decker wasted no time kicking off the scoring for Team NH, and
her performance Sunday ensured that the two teams split the weekend
series, as Team NH would go on to win 4–3. Decker earned the first star
of the game with a two-goal, two-assist performance of her own. But
Minnesota refused to quit, with Roque scoring in the first period, then
Knight and Kendall Coyne Schofield trying to stage the comeback in the
third.
Ultimately, Decker provided the winner during a five-on-three power play
for New Hampshire.
And while she had plenty of praise for her linemates Amanda Kessel and
Haley Skarupa (both also scored in the win, with assists from Decker),
she was also already looking to the next round of games next weekend in
Chicago. Next weekend will include another televised game between the
two teams on Saturday at 3 p.m. ET from the United Center.
“We just have to use this game as momentum,” she said. “We didn’t
come out on top this weekend. If we try and play our transition game like
we did and move the puck like we did today, I think we’ll be a bit more
successful in the first game next weekend.”
That momentum also extends off the ice. But even as so much of
Sunday’s postgame news conference via Zoom revolved around the
history that was made, the players weren’t downplaying their
competitiveness.
There is a to-be-determined financial prize on the line for these PWHPA
games, but Knight said that was only one factor in the players’ desire to
win these games. “There’s also the pride incentive,” she explained. “We
haven’t played a game in forever, and putting your best foot forward and
wanting to win. I think everyone can agree that they hate to lose.”
Still, the moment ruled over everything else Sunday.
“We knew that this game was bigger than what was said on the
scoreboard,” Coyne Schofield said. “It was an incredible opportunity.”
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The PWHPA and its supporters have to create more than standalone
moments for the sport to grow. Back-to-back weekends with games in
NHL arenas on national television are certainly good steps in the right
direction, but there’s far more work to be done to turn the Dream Gap
Tour into a sustainable league.
“We’re trying to create a better and bigger future for professional
women’s hockey, and the visibility is what we need,” Decker said.
“Hopefully we can continue to have that. You know, having other NHL
clubs step up. We couldn’t be more thankful if that happens.”
That’s been the mission of the PWHPA all along, “to promote, advance
and support a single, viable professional women’s ice hockey league in
North America that showcases the greatest product of women’s
professional ice hockey in the world.”
Jayna Hefford, the PWHPA’s operations consultant, had to watch
Sunday night’s game from home in Canada. The distance, in some ways,
might have provided the unintentional benefit of watching the game in a
different light, in feeling that moment the same way almost everyone else
did — through a television broadcast.
“I think the significance was that there were a lot of people that probably
saw the game tonight that have not seen the women’s game, maybe ever
on television, maybe haven’t seen these players not playing with their
national team and realize they play in games like this throughout the
season,” she said in the news conference Sunday, thrilled with the quality
of play she watched.
“I hope people looked at tonight and thought, ‘This is what professional
women’s hockey should look like.’ In an arena like this, on television like
this, with first-class broadcasters.”
Perhaps for professional women’s hockey right now, aiming for visibility
isn’t a bad thing, or a loss — but instead an achievable step in the work
to build a sustainable league. And visibility is a shared (and relatively
safe) goal until a greater solution can be found to navigate the
complicated landscape of women’s hockey, and particularly the
complicated relationship between the PWHPA and the National Women’s
Hockey League.
But there might not be a bigger win for visibility than the first pro women’s
hockey game at Madison Square Garden, even if the stage and the
moment felt decidedly different without fans.
Even that didn’t seem to rattle the players too much, or dampen the
victory of Sunday night. And once again, Billie Jean King played a role.
“The seats may have been empty, but there were two that were filled with
our biggest supporters: Billie Jean King and Ilana Kloss (King’s partner
and fellow former tennis player),” Coyne Schofield said. “And those two
brought the energy like the building was full from the start.”
The Athletic LOADED: 03.02.2021
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The Athletic / ‘This is our sport, too’: Black Girl Hockey Club fights for alllevel inclusion

By David Aldridge Mar 1, 2021

Fatou Bah knew nothing about hockey while she worked in Washington.
“I did not care about hockey,” she said by phone this week. “I did not
watch hockey. I knew the Capitals existed, but that’s all I knew. I knew
when Alex Ovechkin came to the team, I knew it was a big deal, but I
didn’t know anything beyond that. Living in New York, I found a group of
friends who were from D.C. – we were all different ages – and they
introduced me to hockey, ’cause they watched hockey.”

Like many people who finally can go to a hockey game in person, Bah
soon fell in love with the sport – its speed, and skill. She was hooked for
good when the Capitals beat the Bruins in overtime in the first round of
the 2012 playoffs, with the Game 7, series-winning overtime goal scored
by Joel Ward. But unlike almost everyone in the arenas in which her
White friends would take her to games, Bah was a Black woman.
“There’s a good number of people who find it very exciting that someone
like me is interested,” said Bah, whose family is from Guinea. “But there’s
also as many of those same people who are like, ‘uh-uh, this is not yours;
this is ours. Do you know what icing is?’. … It’s definitely a daunting
experience, but very fun when you find the right people.”
Bah soon found them: a group of hockey fans around the country who
loved the sport as much as she did – but more of whom looked like her.
The taliswoman was Renee Hess, an associate director of community
engagement and an adjunct professor at La Sierra University in
Riverside, Calif., who was a hockey fan, but never saw other Black
women at L.A. Kings or Anaheim Ducks games she attended. She got on
Twitter at the end of July, 2018, and asked around. And started hearing
back, by the dozens, and formed the Black Girl Hockey Club.
Less than three years later, BGHC has graduated from arranging
meetups for Black women hockey fans at NHL arenas throughout the
country before the pandemic hit to being as disruptive as possible to
hockey’s still-evolving-but-slow diversity and racial makeup throughout
the sport, at all levels. After George Floyd’s killing by a Minneapolis
police officer touched off nationwide protests last year, BGHC put more
of its increased public voice behind social justice efforts outside of
hockey, too. BGHC’s “Get Uncomfortable” campaign calls for allies
throughout the sport not only to publicly pledge to increase diversity
wherever they are, but to call out a lack of diversity when they see it
elsewhere.
The non-profit now has more than 23,000 Twitter followers – an increase
of 7,000 just since October – and 6,700 IG fans. Its tentacles are
reaching hockey at multiple levels, from one of the NHL’s Original Six
teams, the Maple Leafs, down to the Junior Canes, a youth hockey
program in North Carolina – and one of whose players, an eight-year-old
Black girl who “really want(s) to be the captain” when she grows up,
received a $1,000 scholarship this year from BGHC. The organization’s
scholarship program was enhanced this year by contributions from NHL
teams, and $30,000 in donations raised by Saroya Tinker, the former
Yale University four-year player who now plays in the National Women’s
Hockey League for the Metropolitan Riveters.
Members of Black Girl Hockey Club attending a pre-pandemic
Washington Caps game. (Picture courtesy of Black Girls Hockey Club)
And it’s reached Black women around the country who loved sports,
even when they didn’t always love them back.
“First time I got called the N-word was because I beat this girl playing
tetherball, in the fifth grade,” said Tunisha Singleton, a media
psychologist and emerging media, marketing and digital communications
consultant, who now serves on BGHC’s Board of Directors, and who
loved pro wrestling growing up.
“At an early age, I just automatically always knew, I’m not supposed to
enjoy certain things,” Singleton said. “Fortunately, I was raised with such
beautiful, strong, Black parents, and my brother. My dad, Vietnam vet;
my mom, Black Panther from Selma, Alabama. My brother. Having those
three around me, they’re like, ‘you can like whatever the f— you want.’
Cut to, I bartend. And I’m like, oh snap, let me watch, oh, it’s Stanley
Cup, playoffs are awesome, let me turn this on. And (patrons) are like,
‘what are Black people watching hockey for? Turn that shit off.’ And I was
like, ‘you can’t tell me what I want to watch.’ I remember (later) I was on
Twitter, and I randomly saw that name, Black Girl Hockey Club. I was
like, hold up. No way. No damn way. I was like, click, you got me.”
The first meetups began in the fall of 2018, starting in Washington, at a
Capitals game where BGHC members met then-Cap Devante SmithPelly, one of the heroes of the Caps’ 2018 Stanley Cup championship
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run. Bah, now BGHC’s Event Marketer and Fundraising Chair, didn’t
make the inaugural event, but she hit another one in D.C. in 2019 where
the group met up with then-Caps Braden Holtby, Brooks Orpik and other
players.

area, and the formation of inclusion committees aimed at encouraging
diversity among executives, pro and youth players and fans.

By contrast, at other games where she was the only person of color in
her group, the self-described “president of Tom Wilson’s fan club” heard
“this isn’t a basketball game,” comments on her hair and worse from fans
near her in the stands.

The HDA subsequently announced in October that it would operate
independent of the NHL, calling the league’s efforts “performative public
relations efforts that seemed aimed at quickly moving past important
conversations about race needed in the game. We have waited many
months for a response to the common sense HDA pledge we proposed,
and it is clear that the NHL is not prepared to make any measurable
commitments to end systemic racism in hockey.”

“I love Black Girl Hockey Club, but for some reason, with the meetup, I
didn’t think it would be any different than any of my other games I’ve
gone to, except these are Black women,” Bah said. “But especially the
Caps meetup I went to, there were so, I want to say there was maybe
about 50 or 60 or us, of all ages. So people around my age, mid-30s, to
kids, to grown women in their 60s. It was incredible. To see Black women
in front of me, next to me, behind me, all cheering, getting upset when
the play doesn’t go well, screaming their heads off when you score,
things that any normal sports fan would do. But to see a lot of them,
Black women, in D.C., and us taking over a section, was incredible. It
was overwhelming in a great way. It made me feel like I belonged, and
this is our sport, too. This should be the normal, and not something that
is so different. It was something I realized I needed to do more often.”
Singleton felt similarly after going to a Kings-Golden Knights game in L.A.
with Hess and BGHC.
“Renee was like, ‘we’re going to do a meetup, feel free to come, we’re
going to come early, take pictures, meet Luc Robitaille, go on the ice,
Zambonis, the whole thing,'” Singleton said. “I was was like, ‘go on.’ Buy
my ticket. I show up, I was waiting for the joke, the punchline, like no
way this is real. I show up super early, like 10 o’clock in the morning, L.A.
Live. I see about 50 people already – Black, White, Mexican, Asian,
short, handicapped, gay, straight, kids, parents, all wearing Black Girl
Hockey Club stuff. It was the most beautiful, diverse group of happy
people I’ve ever seen in my life.”
But as COVID shut down arenas, BGHC turned to other formats to
disrupt the status quo.
The NHL has taken nascent steps to increase diversity in recent years.
Its “Hockey is For Everyone” campaign, in place for two decades, has
exposed more than 120,000 disadvantaged kids throughout North
America to the sport. Its Executive Vice President of Social Impact,
Growth Initiatives and Legislative Affairs, Kim Davis, does spartan work
amplifying initiatives and programs to open up the two-way circuit
between people of color and the sport, such as helping establish ball and
street hockey teams and leagues in rural and urban areas. Before
COVID, the NHL’s Black Hockey History Tour traveled to multiple
markets around North America, pointing out that there was a “Coloured
Hockey League” in Nova Scotia as early as 1895.
Just this week, the Maple Leafs promoted former player Mark Fraser to
the new role of heading Player Development, Equity, Diversity and
Inclusion, and tabbed Justin Bobb as Toronto’s new Director, Equity,
Diversity and Inclusion – Team Strategy. The Capitals’ Black Hockey
Committee, formed in January, is furthering connections between the and
local youth programs throughout the city, including the Fort Dupont
Hockey Club, whose Cannons team is among the oldest youth hockey
organizations in the country serving Black and Brown neighborhoods.
The expansion Seattle Kraken, which will begin play in 2021-22, haven’t
just talked about diversity, they’ve been about it, at all levels throughout
the organization – including behind the microphone, where Everett
Fitzhugh will be the first full-time Black play-by-play man in NHL history
next season. Veteran journalist Bill Douglas, who runs the “Color of
Hockey” blog, has been on the front lines for years advocating for more
inclusion in the sport.
The league and the NHL Players’ Association announced last fall that
mandatory inclusion and diversity training for all players during training
camps going forward, a partnership with the Hockey Diversity Alliance to
launch a grassroots program for young players of color in the Toronto

But even those small steps didn’t come without missteps.

Members of BGHC. (Photo courtesy of Black Girls Hockey Club)
Less than five percent of the league’s players are Black. The NHL
doesn’t participate in the annual Racial and Gender Report Card issued
by the University of Central Florida’s The Institute for Diversity and Ethics
in Sport (TIDES). There has only been one Black head coach in NHL
history – Dirk Graham, hired by the Blackhawks in 1998, who lasted just
59 games. There have only been a handful of Black assistant coaches.
It took until last November for an NHL team to hire its first Black assistant
general manager, when the Florida Panthers hired Brett Peterson.
And a poll last year by FiveThirtyEight/Ipsos showed that only 6.5
percent of “major or casual” hockey fans are Black, the lowest from
among fans of football, baseball, basketball, NASCAR, golf or soccer. So
there’s a lot of work to do.
BGHC began the “Get Uncomfortable” campaign during the NHL playoffs
last year.
“We were going back and forth with names, but the reason we chose Get
Uncomfortable is because that’s always, wait, what? Get
uncomfortable?,” Bah said. “But it’s something us – as black women,
black fans – have felt walking into a hockey arena. We want to press the
conversation. We want the allies in the back rooms to have the
conversations, and to talk about how to truly prioritize diversity, equity
and inclusion in the athletic program – and not just the NHL, but from the
bottom up.”
More than 5,000 people, many normal, everyday hockey fans, along with
the Hurricanes, Capitals and Leafs teams, have taken the “Get
Uncomfortable” pledge. But BGHC wants to go beyond words of allyship.
“Our three objectives with the campaign is to encourage, to employ and
to educate,” Bah said. “Especially if you’re a team, now that you’ve done
that, what are you going to do to make sure you’re prioritizing diversity,
equity and inclusion? We’re holding them accountable. It’s not about
taking the pledge and putting a beautiful image on Twitter and Instagram.
What are you going to do past that? We’re very excited about that, and
we do feel that we’ve gotten incredible buzz in the hockey world. We’re
going to continue the process.”
The quarterly scholarship program has created new connections
between Black women and the game, whose often-prohibitive costs at
the youth level make it impossible for kids of color to play without
disruption.
Special skates designed by Bauer to honor Willie O’Ree, who integrated
the NHL in 1958, were worn by players around the league earlier this
month, with proceeds from sales of the skates through the league’s
auction program going to BGHC. Toques from the Kraken are also
raising money for BGHC’s scholarships, which support Black girls aged
9-18 playing both in North America and around the world. One of this
year’s recipients plays for the Kenya Ice Lions. When Hess and Singleton
recently got up at 5 a.m. local time to award the Ice Lions player her
scholarship, the young girl flipped the camera around, and Singleton saw
30 Black girls in helmets and sticks, on rollerblades, waving back.
“This is our why,” Singleton said.
But progress is not linear, and the sport’s problems, obviously, aren’t just
at the pro level – there is baggage to carry throughout the sport, and not
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from 40 years ago, either. Before a game in the NHL’s bubble last August
between Edmonton and Chicago, the Minnesota Wild’s Matt Dumba, a
Filipino-Canadian who is a member of the HDA, took a knee during the
national anthem, flanked by the Blackhawks’ Malcom Subban and the
Oilers’ Darnell Nurse.
In remarks delivered before he took the knee, Dumba said, “hockey is a
great game, but it can be a lot greater. And it starts with all of us.”
That’s why BGHC makes it clear that it is not seeking to eradicate
racism.
“That’s on white people,” BGHC said in a recent tweet. “BGHC is
combatting decades old policies of anti-Blackness in sports, specifically
hockey. We aren’t trying to change racists’ minds. We’re making a space
for ourselves & we don’t care what racists think.”
That kind of target tends not to stand still, or move easily. So the hard
work will continue, the victories coming when they can – and, hopefully,
continued meetups in the next months, as fans are allowed back in
buildings. Seeing more Black people at games is just as important as
seeing them on the ice, so people of color watching games at home can
feel hockey arenas are for them, too.
“Charles Barkley has always said it’s one of the best sports in the
playoffs; it’s so fast,” Singleton said. “If we see more of that type of
content, and engagement, slowly but surely, ’cause none of this is going
to be overnight, or a switch, we can start to at least see more
representation, on and off (the ice), in the booth, behind the keyboard,
holding the mic, on the skates, in the C-Suites. All across the board. So
my mom won’t be like, ‘Black people don’t watch hockey, just quit that.'”
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1. Mattias Ekholm, Predators: Ekholm might be the most attractive allaround player available right now. Ekholm is a 30-year-old, top-four
defenseman who is signed for both this year and next at an attractive
salary-cap number ($3.75 million), which gives you two potential playoff
runs. “He’s a pretty well-rounded defenseman who is a No. 2-3 on a lot of
teams,” said an executive. “The contract is great. … If you’re in your
window and you can add that quality of a player for $3.75 million, have
that for two years while you’re in your window, that’s huge value.”
A big consideration is that any team acquiring Ekholm would almost
certainly have to find a fit for him on their expansion-draft protected list,
and that’s a complication for NHL teams with reasonable blue line depth.
Any team landing Ekholm might have to make a second trade with
Seattle if they want to hang onto him beyond this season.
2. Jack Eichel, Sabres: In terms of this being a realistic trade deadline
deal, this is way too high for Eichel. But in terms of star power, and a
player who could change teams at some point, there’s nobody better. If it
happens at all, this is likely a summer trade. Eichel’s no-trade doesn’t
kick in until after the 2021-22 season so there’s no immediate rush here,
only a window of time in which the Sabres retain leverage. The Sabres
are struggling again and the questions about Eichel’s future have
resurfaced and there is some compelling logic to seeing him end up with
the Rangers, a team that has attractive young assets that could be
packaged in return.
“I think at the end of the day, Jack Eichel is going to end up a New York
Ranger,” predicted one executive. “I just don’t know when that’s going to
be.”
But not everybody is convinced the Rangers should be the front-runner if
Eichel hits the market. One source pointed out that they don’t have the
high-end center it would take for an Eichel trade to make sense for the
Sabres. Instead, he thought the Kings were a better match.
“LA is a team that people should be looking long and hard with (Quinton)
Byfield, (Alex) Turcotte and plenty of other pieces,” he said. “And does
Buffalo really want to play against this guy a bunch every year or do they
want him in the Western Conference?”
Another fun debate centers around what it might take to acquire a
franchise center like Eichel. “I would give up a lot for him. Talent-wise,
he’s a top 10 forward in the league,” said another executive. “If they want
to trade him, they are going to get a lot for him.”
3. Chris Driedger, Panthers: There are definitely teams looking at the
Panthers, with high-end goalie prospect Spencer Knight in the system
behind a highly paid Sergei Bobrovsky and hope it’s Knight that the
Panthers trade. And maybe one day it comes to that. But right now, the
Panthers have zero intention of moving Knight. They still believe he’s a
franchise goalie and they’d like it to be their franchise. If a goalie is
leaving South Florida before the trade deadline, the smart bet is on
Driedger. He’s been great for the surprising Panthers this year, sporting a
.928 save percentage in his first 10 games. His career save percentage

through 25 games is even better — .931. And more importantly, for cap
and cash-strapped teams, he makes only $850,000. There’s a lot to like
here.
4. Filip Forsberg, Predators: While there are other players on this roster
that GM David Poile would likely prefer to move, in terms of getting the
biggest return, Forsberg is near the top. He has one year remaining after
this season on a contract that pays him $6 million, so if the Predators are
slipping into a rebuild, it might not make sense for them to invest heavily
here. And this would be the time to trade him to maximize value. “I think
he’d be interesting to a lot of teams,” said an executive. “If you like the
guy, then you can extend him and he’s not a rental.”
5. Rickard Rakell, Ducks: Rakell is three seasons removed from his last
really great year — 2017-18, when he scored 34 goals and 69 points in
77 games to lead the Ducks in scoring by a massive margin. Rakell
hasn’t hit the 20-goal mark since. He is 27 and has this year and next
remaining on a contract with a relatively modest $3.789 cap hit. While
he’s not lighting it up right now, his shooting percentage this year is
unsustainably low — 1.7 percent. Anaheim would want real tangible
value to consider moving Rakell, so this trade might take some prying. “It
sounds funny to say, he’s 27, but where they are in their window — he
probably doesn’t fit in their window anymore,” said an assistant GM.
“There’s probably a lot of players they’re going to look to move.” Danton
Heinen is another forward option for teams looking at Anaheim as a trade
partner.
6. Clayton Keller, Coyotes: One source pointed at a possible Keller trade
as a way for the Coyotes to get back some of the draft picks they’ve lost
via trade and league punishment. He has a no-trade clause that kicks in
after the 2023-24 season, so there’s a window to move him. He also has
an actual salary that increases as his deal matures. “This is a team with
no picks,” pointed out the source. “(Keller is) the kind of player another
team might be willing to take even with that salary because they see the
high-end, first-round pick.” If you’re a team with financial flexibility looking
for scoring, this is an intriguing option.
7. Dylan Strome, Blackhawks: Let’s start here: The Blackhawks aren’t
actively shopping Strome. But teams believe he’s an option for those who
are looking for a boost down the middle. “They’ll listen on him,” said an
Eastern Conference exec. “If he plays with the right guys, he’s a secondline center.” The Blackhawks listening makes sense. At some point,
they’ll have both Jonathan Toews and Kirby Dach at center. The injuries
down the middle have also helped the team uncover organizational depth
at center, maybe more than they’ve had in a while. All of those factors
make Strome one of the better trade options out there.
8. Brandon Sutter, Canucks: Vancouver has far too much money
committed to its bottom-six forwards. Sutter is quietly having an effective
season. Injury issues have held him back in the past, but he’s been
healthy this year and even if his salary-cap number is higher than you’d
like ($4.375 million), he’s on an expiring contract and can immediately
solidify the bottom half of any contending team’s roster. “He’s a hardworking third-line guy; he’s slowing down,” said one Western Conference
exec. “Does he have value at the trade deadline? Sure he’s got value.
He’s got a big contract. You wouldn’t want to take on much money to add
him.”
9. Mikael Granlund, Predators: Even if Granlund is part of an
underachieving forward group in Nashville, he still has the ability to dart
in and out and find seams in the offensive zone. Colleague James Mirtle
reported the Maple Leafs had interest in the summer and may circle back
here.
10. Kyle Palmieri, Devils: Palmieri could be this year’s version of Chris
Kreider — the player constantly in trade speculation who ends up signing
an extension with his current team. Palmieri’s leadership, presence and
goal-scoring ability would all be helpful to New Jersey’s rebuild — he was
under consideration for the captaincy before it went to Nico Hischier. But
if it doesn’t appear likely that they can get him signed to an extension and
if he ends up in play, he’d be a valued and reasonably affordable rental.
“He’s a very solid addition for a good team that needs a little scoring,”
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said one source. “He can play on a second- or third-line right wing on a
contender, no problem.”
11. Alexander Wennberg, Panthers: It took fewer than 20 games for
Wennberg to match last season’s goal total of five. He has quietly been a
nice addition for the Panthers after coming over from the Blue Jackets as
a free agent. But this is a team that still needs to restock its
organizational depth so if they slip down the standings at all, he’ll be
available as a rental.
12. Sam Bennett, Flames: In February, Bennett’s agent suggested his
client would be interested in a change of scenery. The Flames might be
willing to indulge his wishes, but only if they can get real value in return.
That’s the stumbling block here: Getting two teams to agree on the
present-day value of a player drafted fourth overall in 2014 and who was
actually rated No. 1 by a handful of teams on their individual draft boards.
Bennett is only 24 and has had an average NHL career so far. However,
he usually steps it up in the playoffs, which should matter to teams
seeking a Blake Coleman/Barclay Goodrow type of upgrade. The Flames
are not giving him away and if they can’t get a decent return for Bennett,
they might just cut their losses and leave him available for Seattle at the
expansion draft. As of right now, the asking price sounds higher than
what teams are willing to pay. Said one Eastern Conference executive on
Bennett’s value: “Not nearly what (GM Brad Treliving) thinks it is. But I
don’t blame him.”
13. Luke Glendening, Red Wings: He’s just about the perfect depth add
for a team hoping to make a long playoff run. For a team high on skill but
looking for an edge on their fourth line, Glendening might be the best
option. He wins a ton of faceoffs and is miserable to play against. He’s
also a pure rental. The more interesting speculation surrounds the
younger Detroit forwards up the lineup. There’s also a belief that Red
Wings GM Steve Yzerman would consider trading one of his younger
forwards like Tyler Bertuzzi and Anthony Mantha in the right deal. “I
wouldn’t be shocked if (Yzerman) moved one of his top young forwards,”
said one exec. “I think he’s listening on a lot of things.”
14. Brandon Montour, Sabres: The perfect fit for Montour would be a
team that can pair him with a stay-at-home defenseman, which would
allow him to use his skating a little bit more and be a part of the play. He
hasn’t unlocked the offense he showed in the AHL or even in his earlier
days in Anaheim during his tenure in Buffalo. His skating and
competitiveness are still strengths and he might benefit from a scenery
change.
15. Jonathan Bernier, Red Wings: Bernier’s numbers really don’t reflect
just how well he’s played for the last year or so on a pretty bad Red
Wings team. Through 10 games, he had a .918 save percentage this
season. His strong play goes back to the second half of last season,
where he had a .910 save percentage in the final 18 games for Detroit.
And that’s not a great defense in front of him either. A return to Colorado
might make sense here.
16. Bobby Ryan, Red Wings: He got off to a strong start and still
continues to show flashes of the great hands that made him a regular 30goal scorer. He’s a veteran who would seamlessly fit into any dressing
room and he can still play with great players. “He can chip in. He’s
cheap,” said an executive. “I think he could be a nice add for someone,
get in on the third line and a little power play time.”
17. Jake Virtanen, Canucks: Virtanen was described as a not-as-good
Sam Bennett, which isn’t great. The extra year on his contract hurts the
cause here, too. “I wouldn’t want to pay a whole lot for him,” said a
Western Conference executive. “He’s $3.4 million in actual salary (in
2021-22). Who is going to want to pay that?”
18. Tanner Pearson, Canucks: The Canucks will likely see if they can get
Pearson signed beyond this season rather than see him walk away for
free. Failing that, at 28, and earning $3.75 million on an expiring contract,
Pearson can play a middle-third role on any team looking for scoring.
“He’d have some value. He’s a good solid winger,” said an exec. “Not
flashy but he can produce. He can play with good players.”

19. Dustin Brown, Los Angeles: He’s shed weight. He’s regained his
scoring touch. He’s no longer connected to an unmovable contract.
Teams are definitely taking notice. “Two years ago, you’d say nobody is
touching that contract,” said an executive. “Now, it’s still not easy. But he
is playing pretty good.”
20. Casey Mittelstadt, Sabres: This would be an interesting bet for a
team looking to revitalize the career of a player who is still just 22 years
old. The No. 8 overall pick in 2017 has good hands, hockey sense and
has shown an ability to score. According to one talent evaluator, he’s just
missing the elite speed. He’s probably best suited on the wing after being
projected as a center earlier in his career, but there’s still a lot of natural
ability to develop here.
21. Jonathan Quick, Kings: Teams aren’t banging down the door for 35year-old injury-prone goalies who still have two years left on a contract
that pays $5.8 million per season. But there’s also a new GM in
Pittsburgh, Ron Hextall, who is very familiar with Quick. That might make
sense in the right deal. And the Kings have a goalie in Cal Petersen who
makes Quick expendable. He’s also a competitor with a history of
performing well in big moments. That might capture the imagination of
someone trying to win a Cup. “He’s been better lately,” said one exec.
“But he hasn’t been great.”
22. Alex Goligoski, Coyotes: Five of the seven defensemen on the
Coyotes roster are pending UFAs and that doesn’t even include Oliver
Ekman-Larsson, who was immersed in intense trade speculation before
the season. Logically, Arizona doesn’t want to lose all its pending UFA
defensemen, but if the Coyotes can get value for one or two, to recoup
draft-assets, they’ll be listening. Goligoski is the most attractive. He
produces zero offense at this stage of his career, but he’s getting almost
22 minutes a night in a shutdown defensive role and provides the sort of
grinding reliable minutes teams covet in the postseason. Goligoski has a
modified no-trade and the only wrinkle is a $5.475 million cap hit, which,
even pro-rated, is a touch pricey compared to others on the market.
Contenders would probably also like a crack at playoff veteran Niklas
Hjalmarsson, but he has full trade protection and according to an NHL
source, no interest in waiving it right now.
23. Ryan Dzingel, Senators: In acquiring Dzingel in a deal with the
Hurricanes, the Senators were able to put him through quarantine now to
play in Canada and will have the ability to flip him at the trade deadline to
a team in their division where he could play immediately if they choose.
It’s a smart little move. When pitched the idea of the Senators as a
quarantine clearinghouse in the coming weeks for other rentals, one
executive laughed. “It’s a great idea in theory,” he said. In this case, it
just might work out that way for Ottawa. They also have a defenseman in
Mike Reilly who could help teams looking for mobility on defense and
someone to run their second power play.
24. Taylor Hall, Sabres: Hall was pushed down this list for a couple of
reasons. One, even on an expiring contract, he’s expensive. Most teams
just don’t have the financial flexibility to add $8 million, even pro-rated.
“Buffalo is going to have to eat half the money and I don’t know what pick
they’re getting to do it. Maybe a second? They’re not getting a first,” said
one executive. “There still aren’t many top-six guys you can add and he’s
a top six. No one is going to want to take on the pro-rated $8 million
cash.”
The second reason he’s not higher is that Hall has complete trade
protection. And according to an NHL source, he’s enjoyed his time in
Buffalo and wouldn’t necessarily be eager to waive it. It’s possible that a
contract extension is more likely than a trade here.
25. Victor Rask, Wild: For most of Rask’s time in Minnesota, he has been
seen as a salary-cap anchor, someone who isn’t delivering tangible value
for the dollars he’s earning ($4 million, this year and next, on a contract
he originally signed with Carolina). Recently, he’s been bumped up the
lineup to play with a couple of scorers and has shown life. Rask is the
sort of player that likely only moves if there’s another pricey contract
going the other way.
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26. Ryan Murray, Devils: The Devils acquired Murray for a fifth-round
pick and it doesn’t seem unreasonable to believe they could move him at
the deadline for a better pick. Even if it’s up a round. “Whatever Jersey
gave up for him, they’ll probably try to get it back,” suggested one source.

“I just want to open it up with comments about our goalies. I think the
past two nights they’ve been outstanding and I don’t think they get
enough credit,” Morgan Rielly said before taking any questions on his
post-game Zoom call.

27. Adam Henrique, Ducks: He cleared waivers so we know teams aren’t
interested in Henrique at full price, which is three years remaining at
$5.825 million per season. No one touches him at that figure. But at half
that number? It might tempt someone. Henrique did score 26 goals in 73
games for the Ducks only a year ago.

That the backups blanked Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl is a
testament to their performance, but also a level of connected play the
Leafs struggled to reach last season. They are really settling into a
groove and sit at an absurd 17-4-2 — good for an eight-point advantage
over Edmonton, head-and-shoulders above the rest in the North Division.

28. Jake Bean, Hurricanes: There are a couple of approaches teams can
take when it comes to the expansion draft. If you’re loaded on defense,
like the Hurricanes are, you can just accept you’re losing one and let the
depth cushion the blow. Or you can make a trade to try and get value in a
player you risk losing for nothing. Bean has been really good this season
for the Hurricanes and was even better in the AHL. They’re not shopping
him, according to sources. They’d probably rather trade Haydn Fleury.
But Bean is likely going to be exposed to Seattle assuming Carolina
protects Dougie Hamilton, Jaccob Slavin and Brett Pesce, so it’s
perfectly reasonable to suggest that the Hurricanes would listen to an
offer that makes sense. The Hurricanes definitely have players on
defense they’re willing to move if somebody makes the right offer.

Just as importantly, they are slowly putting to rest some former demons.
They have been prone to distractions in years gone by. And this season
played amid a pandemic is full of plenty of those for everyone involved.
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Sportsnet.ca / Resolute despite injuries, distractions Leafs winning with
consistency

Chris Johnston
March 2, 2021, 2:06 AM

The commute across the pedway connecting the JW Marriott to Rogers
Place is familiar for anyone who spent time in Edmonton during the
NHL's western bubble last summer.
Heck, it’s already a well-worn path for a group of Toronto Maple Leafs
players that have kept things pretty locked down despite the
unseasonably warm weather they’ve found on their second business trip
through this season.
“For the most part you’re just at the rink and your hotel room,” said Leafs
defenceman T.J. Brodie, with a sense of deja vu after spending a chunk
of August doing that very same thing in the very same place with the
Calgary Flames.
“It’s pretty much the same (as the summer), I guess. Obviously, you can
go outside if you want to, but other than that it’s the same.”
Add it to the list of things that made Monday’s 3-0 victory over the
Edmonton Oilers so impressive.
In substance and in style, it looked like a reasonable copy of the game
they played in the same building 48 hours earlier, right down to the fact
they emphatically grabbed another two points with Auston Matthews and
Frederik Andersen watching injured from the stands.
Remaining Time -2:03
Where Maple Leafs' success frustrating Connor McDavid is coming from
In this second of a three-game set, the Maple Leafs were also down
goaltender Jack Campbell after he tweaked a previous leg injury while
delivering a shutout on Saturday night. No bother. Michael Hutchinson,
No. 4 on the team’s depth chart in January, stepped up with another
strong performance and stopped 31 shots to make it two Leafs
doughnuts in a row.

Yet the Leafs didn’t get satisfied after Saturday’s big win, or get rattled by
another night without key contributors, or get knocked off course while
spending 72 hours walking back and forth indoors between the hotel and
rink.
“That’s been a big area of growth for us,” said Rielly.
“We had a lot of games last year that we were completely dominant, but I
think we also had games where we were completely falling apart,” noted
Travis Dermott. “I think this year we’re really focused on being consistent
and showing up every day — whether we’re playing, whether we’re
practising, or whether it’s an off-day and we have to be taking care of
ourselves at home — I think everyone is just buying into a team plan that
we’re going to be ready to go every day.”
After arguably their most complete win of the season on Saturday, head
coach Sheldon Keefe ran an animated practice Sunday afternoon. He
believes his team has reached the point where it’s proven that it can
defend well, and the decline in high-danger rushes and chances against
is a testament to that.
On Monday, they gave up a few more of those than they’d like, but some
early saves on McDavid and Dominik Kahun set the table for a 3-0 lead
by the first intermission. Zach Hyman and William Nylander continued hot
streaks — Hyman with a goal in his second straight game, and Nylander
with his fourth in the last three — before Rielly trickled one through Mikko
Koskinen on the power play.
That gave Toronto its third win of the season with Matthews out of the
lineup, and all three have come against Edmonton. The first, at
Scotiabank Arena on Jan. 22, instilled some confidence.
They’ve been winning consistently no matter who goes down.
“We’ve been without Wayne Simmonds for a good period of time here
now. We’ve played without Joe (Thornton), now we’re playing without
Auston,” said Keefe. “We’ve been playing without (Frederik Andersen),
we played without (Jake Muzzin).
“It really forces you to fall back on your structure, play as a team, get
guys to step up at key moments.”
There’s no guarantee any of the injured players will be back to close this
series out against Edmonton on Wednesday night.
So the challenge may remain constant: Prepare for the NHL’s top two
scorers, find a way to compensate for your own lineup losses and keep
the mind fresh while walking back and forth on the most boring pedway in
hockey.
Oh, and maybe find some time for a socially distant conversation with
Zach Bogosian, who lifted the Stanley Cup in Edmonton just over five
months ago. He’s got a great bubble story to tell.
“I mean obviously we were here for quite a while. Our meal room at the
hotel, that was a little bit of a different scene the night that we won,” said
Bogosian. “It’s just cool to be back. Obviously, it’s something I’ll
remember forever so, yeah, it’s nice.”
Sometimes there’s a little excitement to be found on the other side of the
monotony.
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Sportsnet.ca / After another loss to Senators, Flames' season may hinge
on next three games

Eric Francis
March 1, 2021, 11:55 PM

Here’s the thing about Bingo.
If you don’t take advantage of the free space in the middle of the card,
you’re increasing the odds of everyone else around you.
The Calgary Flames’ dobbers went dry again Monday, becoming the first
Canadian club to post two regulation losses against an Ottawa Senators
team everyone else in Canada has feasted on.
To simply keep pace with division rivals, wins over the last-place
Senators are a must, which is why the Flames' season may very well
hang in the balance over their next three games.

It was another in the growing collection of moments that deflated the
Flames' bench and made it tough to create any offence as Ottawa sat on
the lead and padded the humiliation with an empty-netter and a late
deflection.
Remaining Time -0:53
Batherson punishes RIttich for cheap giveaway in Flames zone
“We’ve got to come up with the solutions ourselves,” said coach Geoff
Ward, whose team now sits closer to last place than it does to secondplace Edmonton.
“As a team, we’ve got to be more committed to playing the game the right
way. We’ve got to make sure we don’t let things compound. When
something happens that’s not the way we want it to be we can’t fall back
— we have to get a push in the right direction. Right now, when things
are rolling the way they are for us, I think the confidence gets a little
fragile and things start to compound, and we’ve got to find a way to make
it turn the corner the other way.”
The Flames finish their gruelling, six-game roadie 2-3-1 and return to
host Ottawa on Thursday having lost seven of their last 10.
Moral and consistency issues abound.

A Saturday matchup against the Edmonton Oilers is bookended by visits
from a Senators team that just took the Flames’ lunch money once again.

The players are struggling to come up with answers to the same old
questions, and Matthew Tkachuk was so despondent after the latest
setback he couldn’t muster up any of the fury you’d expect to hear from a
leader on a team slipping closer and closer to losing control on the
season.

A 5-1 loss Monday, combined with a 6-1 defeat Thursday, saw the
rebuilding Senators outscore the Flames 14-8 over three games.

“The easy answer is we’re at 10-11-2,” said Tkachuk when asked where
his team was at.

Sure the Senators are a hard-working squad that has improved steadily
of late, winning six of their last nine.

“We’ve got to figure this out in the next two days before we play them
again. We’re getting way too used to games where we’re down a couple
in the third.”

Remaining Time -0:38
Ward on why Flames had their hands full with Senators
But they’re still the Senators, a team the Oilers beat all four meetings, the
Vancouver Canucks beat all three meetings and the Jets topped in four
of five.
The Toronto Maple Leafs are 3-1-1 against their provincial rivals, leaving
the sinking Montreal Canadiens as the only team that has played them to
a draw at 1-1-2.
Then there are the sad-sack Flames, who lead the league in losses to
last-place teams, giveaways and consecutive defeats while scoring just a
single goal.
They increased that last dubious record to seven games Monday.
“All the teams in this division are good — there’s not much of a difference
from the top teams to the bottom,” said Elias Lindholm, whose club
escaped the first period with a scoreless draw before being outshot 22-6
in the second.
“Today, our first period was pretty solid and everything we did good in the
first we did the opposite in the second and third. I think our patience out
there was pretty bad and we started making some tough plays and
turning pucks over — the kind of things we need to stop doing.”
The Senators opened the scoring after Sam Bennett was unable to
handle a bad pass in the neutral zone from Milan Lucic.
Drake Batherson’s first of two goals put the Senators up 2-0 before a
Lucic power-play marker lifted the Flames' hopes. Briefly.
Eighty-four seconds later David Rittich got in on the giveaway game by
mishandling a dump-in he promptly batted to Batherson, whose shot
deflected in off of Mark Giordano as the Flames netminder tried
scrambling back into the net.

Especially against teams previously considered the free spot on the
Bingo card.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 03.02.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / 'Bubble Demko' returns as Canucks earn one of their
finest wins of the season

Iain MacIntyre
March 2, 2021, 12:33 AM

"Bubble Demko" lasted only three games, and it has taken the
Vancouver Canucks’ goalie much longer than that to rediscover the
sublime form that briefly made him the story of the playoffs last summer
in Edmonton.
On Monday, six months after he single-handedly extended the Canucks’
Stanley Cup tournament another three games against the Vegas Golden
Knights, Thatcher Demko looked again like “Bubble Demko,” stopping all
27 shots for his first official NHL shutout in a 4-0 win against the
Winnipeg Jets.
“I try to black out those memories,” Canucks defenceman Nate Schmidt,
who played for Vegas against Demko in that seven-game series, said
Monday when asked if his goalie’s form looked familiar. “Those are
selectively deleted. But he looked fantastic tonight. He was really
comfortable back there, made a lot of great plays. He looked good. . .
and when we needed him to be good, we didn’t give up a whole lot of
shots tonight.”
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Filling in for injured starter Jacob Markstrom, Demko stopped 123 of 125
shots Vegas hammered him with over three games before the
outmatched Canucks finally lost Game 7 last September.

It was one of the Canucks’ finest hours in a season when they haven’t
had enough of them.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 03.02.2021

That performance by the 24-year-old reinforced the organizational belief
in him and was a factor in general manager Jim Benning’s decision in
October to let Markstrom leave in free agency.
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Demko lost his first three starts this season and in his first eight games
had some of the poorest goaltending numbers in the NHL, allowing
seven goals twice and at least four goals five times.

Sportsnet.ca / Oilers find out exactly where they stand after another
shutout loss to Leafs

Like the team in front of him, Demko got a lot sharper in the second half
of February. But like the team, he kept losing.
Each ended four-game losing streaks on Monday, when the Canucks
scored three first-period deflection goals and, for a change, maintained
the flow of oxygen to their brains after recent two- and three-goal
collapses against the Edmonton Oilers, Calgary Flames and Jets.
“You're just trying to get the win and just take one shot at a time,” Demko
said. “I thought the guys played really solid tonight. First two periods, I
didn't see much. Obviously, they were going to push. . . and try and claw
their way back in the game there in the third. I thought we did a good job
handling that and playing the right way for a full 60.”
Still possessing the third-worst defensive record in the league, allowing
3.4 goals per game, the Canucks limited the Jets to just 12 shots in the
first two periods. Winnipeg had 15 shots in the third, when Demko’s
confidence and positional efficiency were most evident.
It was his fourth start in five games, and seventh in nine. Clearly, coach
Travis Green believes in the goalie who has seized the No. 1 spot from
veteran Braden Holtby. In his last six starts, Demko’s save percentage is
.931.
“I think it's a lot of just learning,” he said. “There's a tonne of things that I
was picking up on, and you kind of just learn how to manage everything
day to day. Obviously, playing is nice and getting into a rhythm, like you
said. But I've just got to continue to work and continue to grow here, and
continue trying to help the team win.”
The Jets and Canucks play again Tuesday night.
“His game is growing,” Green said. “Much like our team, I don't think he
had the best start to the season. But he has worked hard on his game. I
think the team's playing better in front of him, and he's given us some
real solid goaltending here and it's good to see.
“I think he's been working hard with Clarkie (goaltending coach Ian Clark)
not just on his game but on the mental part. He's been in a good place
even though we haven't won as many games as we would like to or he'd
like to.”
Point shots by Schmidt 18 seconds apart early in the first period both
ended up behind Jets goalie Connor Hellebuyck, giving the Canucks a 20 lead. The first one deflected off Winnipeg forward Andrew Copp at
8:28, and the second was deftly tipped in by Vancouver winger J.T.
Miller.
Rookie Nils Hoglander, redeployed at even-strength to the third line with
Brandon Sutter and Adam Gaudette, tipped in a Tyler Myers shot at
14:50 – just the second power-play goal this season for the Canucks’
second unit.
Elias Pettersson, used by Green to defend the lead after Winnipeg coach
Paul Maurice lifted his goalie for an extra attacker with 5:22 remaining,
skated the puck into an empty net with 3:34 to go.
“It's always important, I think, when things aren't going your way to find a
way to win,” Green said. “When you get up like that early in the game,
you know, the game's not over. I liked how we just stuck with our game.
We stayed focused, we didn't take any penalties, and we played a solid
60 minutes of hockey.”
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Mark Spector
March 2, 2021, 1:52 AM

EDMONTON — This, Oilers fan, is a good thing.
Just 24 games into a 56-game season, your team just found out where it
stands. Above the Calgary Flames, Vancouver Canucks and Ottawa
Senators, but well below the Toronto Maple Leafs, apparently.
Outworked, outscored and severely out-goaltended in the second game
of this three-game “Battle for First Place” in the North, the Maple Leafs
beat Edmonton for fun again, following up Saturday's 4-0 shellacking with
a 3-0 win on Monday.
Is there another level that the Oilers need to to get to?
“Obviously there’s another level we have to get to,” said Darnell Nurse,
“Because we haven’t won the last two games.”
The Oilers had been hot, and rightfully happy with their game. Feasting
mostly on the Sens, Canucks and Flames, they had won 11 of 13 games,
eight of nine and five straight before meeting the Leafs.
Now? They’re 0-2 against teams that are a lock to make the playoffs.
“We know the level that we need to play at,” Nurse said. “But, there are
nights where you come out here and you’re not snapping it around the
way you were on a five-game win streak. We have to find a way to win
those games.”
But this is good, remember. Better to find out now, not yet halfway into
the season, where you stand.
Might as well take this cold, hard slap in the face, then get back to work
and try to become a team that works as hard, plays as structured, and
capitalizes on its chances as well as Toronto does. Because clearly, the
road to Stanley goes through Toronto when you’re coming out of the
North.
That’s our take, anyhow. Head coach Dave Tippett, whose club was 2-2
versus Toronto before dropping these two games, sees his team as
going through an inevitable dry period in the course of a season.
“We’re in a little rut,” Tippett said. “It seems like nothing you’re shooting is
going in the net. Point shots, deflections, you can usually find one or two
of those in a few games. But it’s not going in for us right now.
“There’s not a lot of juice in our group right now. (They’re) down on some
energy, down on some emotion. Unfortunately it’s come at a tough time
for us. This should be a big series against Toronto, and we just haven’t
played very well.”
It was the first time since 1954 that Toronto has shut out the same
opponent (Detroit) in back-to-back games. And it is the first time in this
hockey writer’s memory that he would say the Leafs have perhaps
conquered their defensive woes.
Toronto has had a great regular-season team for some time, able to
outscore its mistakes and capitalize on the long grind of a regular season
with its copious skill. But it has lost in the playoffs because the Leafs
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could never do this — absolutely shut down an opponent with solid team
defence.

It is also a unique opportunity to draw some ideas on which regularly
aligned divisions are the best, and which aren't.

In administering their second one-sided beating of the Oilers in three
days, the Leafs did it without Auston Matthews, while playing third-string
goalie Michael Hutchinson. Toronto scored on its first two shots against a
hapless Mikko Koskinen and took a 3-0 lead into the first intermission.

With those caveats out of the way, here are what the normal divisional
standings look like with 2021 results, and a few notes after each.

Then the visitors locked it down like a good team does. The Oilers upped
their desperation, but a Leafs team that used to try to extend a 3-0
advantage into a 7-0 margin has changed. Now, three goals are enough,
as Toronto cements its North Division lead, ahead of second-place
Edmonton by eight points.

ATLANTIC DIVISION

Hutchinson outplayed Koskinen, who was awful for Edmonton.
And the top two scorers in the NHL? Well, through two games Connor
McDavid is minus-3, Leon Draisaitl is minus-2, and neither has a point.
“We’re not going to get ourselves down in this room,” said Nurse. “The
two games haven’t gone the way we wanted them to go, but what are we
going to do? Kick ourselves while we’re down and mope around?
“We know we’re a good team, capable of winning hockey games against
any team in this league. That’s the mindset we need to keep.”
The mindset, we would hope, is to give some credit to the Maple Leafs
and strive to play the kind of team game they have thrown at Edmonton
here.
It reminds me of a quote Nurse gave me in a feature story back in
February.

*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time.

• By straight points, the Atlantic Division has the top three teams in the
NHL so far, and by points percentage they account for four of the top six
teams league-wide. Those four teams are spread across three divisions
(Tampa and Florida share one) so, at the top at least, this division is
showing the strongest in the temporary realignment.
• The most interesting development this season in regards to the Atlantic
has to be the rise of the Florida Panthers. Real or mirage? The team's
defensive play is vastly improved over last season and they've played the
top teams in their new division very well, going 5-2-1 against Carolina,
Tampa and Dallas. Backup goalie Chris Driedger has the better
numbers, though Sergei Bobrovsky has been improved of late. If Tampa,
Toronto and Boston are still going to be the big hitters when the Atlantic
Division (hopefully) returns next season, then the Panthers could
suddenly warp the aspirations of some of those rebuilding teams at the
bottom.
• Even though Montreal has struggled of late, there is a clear break after
them in this division.

“You always think you’re working hard,” he said. “Coming into the league
I always thought I was one of the hardest workers. But over the course of
the quarantine and last summer, I showed myself that there is a whole
other level of hard work to get to.”

• The rebuilding Sabres may have gotten a tough and unlucky draw in a
really deep East Division this season, but there is not even one positive
takeaway for them yet. If Buffalo can't even top the rebuilding Rangers or
Devils in this year's realignment, how can we expect them to do any
better in the Atlantic than the sixth to eighth place finishes they've had
the past seven years?

A whole other level to get to.

METROPOLITAN DIVISION

Are there seven words that more aptly describe the Edmonton Oilers
right now?

• With six Metro teams all still together in this year's East Division, we get
a better idea here of how some of them directly stack up. If you're a
Capitals fan you have to feel comfortable, knowing that you'd still top the
Metro in points even though you were missing some key players for
stretches due to COVID-19 protocols. In fact, they're still here even
though Vitek Vanacek has been their heavy-usage starter, with Ilya
Samsonov returning to the crease on Sunday for the first time since Jan.
17 after he contracted the virus.
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Sportsnet.ca / Looking at 2021 NHL standings with normal divisional
alignment

Rory Boylen
March 1, 2021, 2:24 PM

This is meant to be a fun exercise to take out what we've seen in this
most unusual NHL season and transpose it on to our more familiar
divisional set up.
Nothing we see or do is "2019 normal" anymore so, in a way, this will
give us some context as to how each team (and division) is doing relative
to their usual direct competition.
But, of course, the context for these performances is so much different in
2021.
Teams are only playing within their realigned divisions so there's no full
scope to be had. Some teams that share a division in normal times are
still together competing now so there is something very direct to learn
there. We can't know for sure how the teams that have split off into
another division and are playing entirely different competition would line
up, but we are far enough along here to notice any changes for the better
or worse.

• The Hurricanes, who finished fourth in the Metro last season, may be
taking a step and could be in the upper echelon of this division when it
returns. By points percentage they rank second among all Metro teams
and they've played the defending champion Lightning well in their games
so far. But, after shutting out Tampa in their first two meetings, the
Lightning did beat Carolina three times in a row last week. It is notable
that the Canes have the best goal differential of this group.
• Changes are likely to come in Pittsburgh, if not to help them in the 2021
season then definitely to splash a new look this off-season. The
Penguins got off to a horrible start, but are 6-3-0 in their past nine so
there might be some life left. We'll see how the next month plays out, but
after some early-season consternation it's no longer a given that the
Pens are going to be stuck between the top and bottom tier in this
division, or that the rebuilding teams will catch them within a year.
CENTRAL DIVISION
• This is the strangest division of the season so far because, by points,
the teams that finished fourth, sixth and seventh in 2019-20 are the top
three teams this season.
• The Winnipeg Jets's defence is just about as leaky as it was last
season and we have to at least consider if that just translates better in a
no-defence North Division than it would under normal conditions. Of
course, the Hawks themselves aren't much better on the defensive side
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of the puck this year and the rise of Kevin Lankinen has helped them
weather most of that for an impressive start of their own.
• Most impressive start to be cautious about? Minnesota. Kirill Kaprizov
has completely changed the outlook for the franchise, and that they sit
second in points percentage within a 2021 division that includes Vegas,
St. Louis and Colorado is eye-opening. However, the Wild haven't played
the Golden Knights or Blues at all yet and are 2-2 against Colorado. So,
while it is a nice start, the Wild have gotten here with a 10-4-0 record
against the three California teams.
• Most worrisome start is definitely Nashville, who are getting trounced in
this year's realigned Central Division. They're turning into trade deadline
sellers and 38-year-old Pekka Rinne is trying to hang on to the starting
job on the last year of his contract. They might be a completely different
team by the time normal alignment resumes. That they are the only team
among this group with a negative goal differential is a reflection on how
deep this group of teams is -- maybe the deepest in the league.
• Keep an eye on the Blues, who could be getting Vladimir Tarasenko
back this week. They've been sort of mediocre with an even goal
differential even though most of their games have come against the
teams in the bottom half of this year's West Division. St. Louis lost four of
seven to Arizona in their stretch of games and are 6-4-1 against the
California teams. The Blues have only four home games in March and
only four against non-California teams in the next 32 days. Almost the
entirety of April will be against the best teams they'll face in their division
this season so they have to start making up ground now.
• The top two teams in this division last season remain there in different
conditions and, especially with the struggles Vancouver is having in
2021, we have to wonder if Vegas and Edmonton are clearly the two best
Pacific teams -- with possibly a tier separating even them.
• Only three Pacific Division teams are above a .500 points percentage
and hold a positive goal differential, which makes this look like the
weakest grouping in the NHL. One of those three teams is Los Angeles,
who are still firmly in a rebuild and making some nice strides this season,
but time will tell how much staying power there is already.
• San Jose finished last in the Pacific in 2019-20 and -- by points anyway
-- would be the worst team in this group today. And, yet, they have eight
players contractually committed to through at least 2023-24 with a
combined cap hit of $54.225 million. It's a bit of a mess.
• The Canucks' aren't in as big trouble with committed contracts, but they
have big deals to get done with Quinn Hughes and Elias Pettersson this
off-season. By points percentage, they would rank last among Pacific
teams this season. Would they separate themselves from the likes of
Anaheim and San Jose if they could play against them? It's reality check
time for the Canucks, who need to look at themselves in the mirror and
start thinking about how to position themselves for a return to this format.
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL Weekend Takeaways: Riveting Wild shake up the
West Division hierarchy

Ryan Dixon
March 1, 2021, 11:38 AM

Had the State of Hockey’s pro team been more appropriately named,
we’d know them as the Minnesota Competents or maybe the Minnesota
Largely Effectives — anything but the Wild.

For most of their 20 seasons, the Wild have been fairly competitive and
utterly boring. That’s changing rapidly, though, thanks to everything from
flashy retro threads to a riveting Russian freshman.
The results are pretty exciting, too.
Matt Dumba’s overtime buzzer-beater versus the Los Angeles Kings on
Saturday night put an exclamation point on a six-game winning streak
that has Minnesota making us question some pre-conceived notions
about the West Division.
Coming into the year, we figured the group was comprised of three
Stanley Cup contenders — Las Vegas, Colorado and St. Louis — and
five also-rans. One of those underwhelming teams, though, was going to
get a playoff spot it likely had no shot at under normal scheduling
circumstances. Presumably, said team would be first-round fodder for
one of the big boys.
But here are the Wild, rocking a .667 points percentage that’s second
only to Vegas in the group. Kirill ‘The Thrill’ Kaprizov is living up to the
hype in his first season since coming over from the KHL; Mats Zuccarello
has been on fire since starting his season late thanks to arm surgery and
even Victor Rask — who’s been in sharp, horrifying decline for years —
is showing signs of life, netting five goals in 16 contests to match the
number he scored in 43 games last year.
And Jacques Lemaire — the team’s spiritual founding father — would be
proud to know the Wild haven’t forgotten their defensive heritage.
Saturday’s 4-3 win over the Kings marked the first time during its sixgame run that Minnesota has allowed more than two goals. Overall, the
Wild are one of the better squads in the league in terms of expected
goals for/against.
As for the Kings, they remain in the West playoff mix, too, and they’d be
in an even better spot had they not dropped three extra-time contests to
the Wild this year. Los Angeles’ 3-1 loss in Minny on Friday snapped the
Kings’ own six-game heater. Even the Arizona Coyotes — sitting at .500,
despite getting pounded 6-2 by the Avs on Saturday — are hanging
around, hoping they can have something to say about how this division
shakes out.
Surely one of the Big 3 from Vegas, St. Louis and Colorado will ultimately
emerge from this group. But that doesn’t mean we can’t have some fun
along the way — especially now that the Wild are showing a new side of
themselves.
Other Takeaways
• Though they were outplayed by a Montreal Canadiens club desperate
for a win — the Habs are 0-1-1 under new coach Dominique Ducharme
— the Winnipeg Jets won their fourth-straight contest on Saturday night
thanks to Paul Stastny’s overtime marker in a game that ended 2-1.
Winnipeg’s .675 points percentage is the second-best mark in a North
Division, where first place is pretty much locked up by the Toronto Maple
Leafs.
The Jets are still one of the worst clubs in the league in terms of
expected goals for/against and — after hosting Vancouver twice this
week — the team will play 12 of 14 on the road. Still, the squad is so
dangerous up front and Connor Hellebuyck can make up for a lot of
defensive miscues. It will be fascinating to see where they sit in a month.
• Given what a disturbing subplot it’s been the past few years, getting
back-to-back wins from backup goalies represents real progress for the
Leafs. Jack Campbell’s 30-save shutout versus the Edmonton Oilers on
Saturday came on the heels of Michael Hutchinson getting a W in
Calgary. Knowing somebody not named Andersen can take care of the
blue paint is a big deal for this club.
• What’s happening in Buffalo? Last week, coach Ralph Krueger said
Jack Eichel injured himself during the warmup preceding Thursday
night’s tilt versus New Jersey, which kept him out of that game.
After missing two contests, Eichel returned on Sunday for a 3-0 home
loss to the Flyers — the exact same score Philly also beat the Sabres by
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24 hours earlier in Buffalo. Following Sunday’s game, Eichel said he was
injured in an earlier match versus New Jersey last week, not during a
warmup. If the team can’t win games, can it at least get its stories
straight?
Where this goes is hard to know, but — as frustration mounts — it feels
less and less alarmist to suggest Buffalo and its best player are heading
for some kind of split.
• On a much happier Buffalo note, native son Patrick Kane notched his
400th career goal during Sunday’s 7-2 smashing of the Detroit Red
Wings. I used to hope the decline of the Hawks dynasty would dovetail
with an ascent in Buffalo, triggering a blockbuster trade to send Kane
home and set Western New York ablaze. Instead, Chicago is already
building back up while the same old tire fires blaze in Buffalo.
• Goalie pad tap to Ilya Samsonov, who won his return to the Capitals
crease on Sunday after more than a month on the sidelines thanks to a
lengthy stay on the COVID protocol list and a conditioning stint in the
AHL.
• Madison Square Garden hosted its first professional women’s hockey
game on Sunday, as New Hampshire downed Minnesota 4-3 thanks in
large part to Brianna Decker’s four-point night. The game was the second
outing of the Professional Women’s Hockey Players Association’s 2021
Dream Gap Tour after Minnesota beat New Hampshire 5-2 the night
before in New Jersey.
The Rangers, Maple Leafs and Chicago Blackhawks have all recently
announced partnerships with the PWHPA and the next showcase will be
this coming weekend in Chicago.
Best moments from PWHPA's Dream Gap Tour at MSG
Weekend Warrior
We have to give this to Jordan Binnington, who — after getting the hook
— was ready to get into it with any San Jose Shark standing in his way.
Somewhere Eddie Belfour and Billy Smith are smiling.
Blues' Binnington confronts multiple Sharks' players after being pulled
from game
The Week Ahead
• Minnesota looks to become the first team this season to win seven
straight when the Wild visit the Golden Knights on Monday night. There
will be fans there to see it, too, as T-Mobile Arena can be filled up to 15
per cent of its capacity. The Rangers allowed 1,800 fans in the building
for games against the Bruins on Friday and Saturday and just under half
the league is already operating with reduced capacity or have plans to do
so this month.
• Tampa dominated Dallas 5-0 at home on Saturday in the first clash of
these two teams since meeting in the Cup final last fall. The Stars can
extract a measure of revenge when they get at it again with the Bolts in
“Big D” on Tuesday.
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TSN.CA / Marner magic helps Leafs navigate injury issues

By Mark Masters

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who
held an optional skate in Edmonton on Monday ahead of their evening
game against the Oilers.

Sheldon Keefe smiled when asked about potentially making changes to a
winning lineup.
"Well, I think we'd always make room for Auston [Matthews]," the Leafs
coach said.
Whether Keefe will be able to write No. 34 onto his lineup card tonight in
Edmonton remains unclear. The National Hockey League's leading goal
scorer missed Saturday's game with a wrist injury.
Matthews stayed out late at Monday's optional workout and skated hard,
which is something only the projected scratches usually do. Toronto's No.
1 centre still doesn't appear to be shooting the puck particularly hard.
Keefe referred to Matthews as a game-time decision.
The Leafs played extremely well without Matthews during a 4-0 win on
Saturday.
"A really special player who's having an incredible year, so any time you
have a guy like that out ... the whole team has to step up," said winger
Zach Hyman. "We did that."
The absence of Matthews may open up more shooting opportunities for
crafty winger Mitch Marner, who scored his 10th goal of the season on
Saturday.
"When you're playing with a guy like Auston you're always trying to find
him in spots and not really thinking of shooting," Marner said after the
game. "This year, now, my mindset is still to try and find Auston if I think I
can get it to him but, if not, then it's trying to get it on net and realizing
that sometimes a play off a goalie is better than a pass. I'm trying to do
that more. I worked on my shot a lot this year and I just feel confident
when I'm shooting nowadays."
The new-look line of Marner, John Tavares and Joe Thornton found
instant chemistry. It was the first time Tavares and Thornton lined up
together in a game this season. The trio all touched the puck on Marner's
goal.
"Joe puts himself in a good spot and stretches the ice and [Morgan]
Rielly finds him and he finds John in the space that Joe's created
underneath," Keefe said. "John attacks the middle of the ice and kicks it
back to Mitch and drives through the middle of the ice making it harder
on the defence and the goalie and it leads to a goal so there's a lot of
things that go into that."
Marner also picked up an assist on the William Nylander power-play
goal.
More impressive than the offence was the responsible two-way play.
Toronto's top line outscored the Connor McDavid line 1-0 and kept the
Oilers captain quiet most of the night.
"We didn't really over-complicate things," Marner said. "We were playing
smart with the puck. When we were getting it down low we were talking
to each other, finding exits out of corners and off the wall. We got to
make sure we keep doing that. The communication throughout our Dzone and getting the puck in our hands to go up the ice with speed was
very, very good."
The whole Leafs team was very good and very disciplined. Toronto didn't
take a single penalty.
"They played such a good game," said McDavid, who managed just one
shot on net. "They were so solid everywhere. They were never in a
desperate situation where they needed to hook or hold a guy. Part of that
is us not going hard enough to the net or making enough plays. Another
part is them just playing so well and being in the right position all of the
time."
Back pressure key as Leafs aim to frustrate McDavid, Oilers again
Connor McDavid finished Saturday’s game with just one shot as the
Leafs shut out the Oilers. T.J. Brodie credits Toronto's forwards for
providing good back pressure and preventing Edmonton's stars from
executing their preferred pull-up plays. Sheldon Keefe anticipates a
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tougher challenge on Monday. "We're expecting them to be more like
themselves," the coach said.
Frederik Andersen and Jack Campbell are also listed as game-time
decisions. Andersen, like Matthews, stayed out late at the morning skate.
Keefe indicated yesterday it was unlikely Toronto's No. 1 goalie would be
ready to return from a lower-body injury on Monday.
For the second straight day, Campbell wasn't on the ice. He returned
from a leg injury on Saturday and stopped all 30 shots faced, but also
looked to be in discomfort after being run into by Tyler Ennis in the first
period.
Michael Hutchinson was in the starter's net at Monday's skate and also
the first goalie off the ice. He's 2-1-0 with a .924 save percentage this
season. Hutchinson was in net last season when McDavid scored a
highlight-reel against the Leafs in Toronto.
Leafs Ice Chips: Matthews, Andersen, Campbell appear doubtful to play
Auston Matthews is listed as a game-time decision for tonight's game in
Edmonton. The Leafs' forward skated hard, and stayed late after practice
with the projected scratches. TSN's Mark Masters has more on his
status, as well as who could draw in as Toronto's starting goalie.
The Leafs signed T.J. Brodie in the off-season with these type of
matchups in mind. The veteran blueliner stared down McDavid and Leon
Draisaitl on Saturday and didn't blink during 22 minutes and 15 seconds
of work.
"He doesn't care who he's playing against," said Keefe. "It doesn't rattle
him. It doesn't concern him. He's comfortable in his own game and
realizes he's got to stay within his skill set and do what works for him.
Even if he gets beat or makes a mistake, he's just going to go back and
drink some water and go out and give his best shot the next time out and
more often than not it works out for him. That's why he is who he is in the
league."
Brodie picked up an assist and finished Saturday's game with a plus-2
rating. The former Flame sees a lot of similarities between current
partner Rielly and former running mate Mark Giordano.
"They're both great defensively and look to jump offensively," the 30year-old observed. "They're the type of guys who know how to get open
and be available for you to get that outlet pass and, at the same time,
they make great, quick passes out of the zone so it's been a pretty easy
transition."

Hyman on dealing with shot blocks: 'It's more painful not playing'
Coming off of a lower body injury, Zach Hyman hasn't held back
sacrificing his body by blocking shots despite the possibility of
aggravating his foot, claiming that it is just part of his job. ''It's more
painful not playing.''
Jason Spezza snapped a 10-game goal drought in style on Saturday.
The 37-year-old completely fooled veteran Oilers goalie Mike Smith.
"That was a sweet move," said linemate Travis Boyd. "We were joking a
little bit about how that's his trusty, old go-to move from back in the day.
He really got Smith to bite on that fake and that was a sweet move."
"Wow! What a treat it was to watch that," Campbell gushed after the
game. "He does it in practice so it was nice to see it on our end."
It was career goal No. 346 for Spezza. How is he able to keep goalies
guessing on his go-to move?
"He sells the shot really well," Boyd said. "A lot of people fake a shot, but
it's kind of quick and it doesn't actually fake anyone out. You can kind of
read that it's a fake. He sold the fake on the slap really hard and then just
pushing it that few feet before he shot it gave him that whole side and
really locked up Smith."
Leafs projected lines for Monday's game:
Thornton - Tavares - Marner
Barabanov - Kerfoot - Nylander
Mikheyev - Engvall - Hyman
Vesey - Boyd - Spezza
Rielly - Brodie
Muzzin - Holl
Dermott - Bogosian
Hutchinson
Woll
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'It doesn't rattle him': Brodie helps Leafs handle elite opposition
T.J. Brodie has been assigned to cover other teams' best players this
season. His calm demeanor and chemistry on and off the ice has earned
high praise from his coaches and teammates.
Hyman is playing through some discomfort right now after blocking a
couple of shots off his foot.
"You can battle through a little bit of pain," he said. "I feel like I am able to
skate and do all the things that I can do otherwise. It's more painful not
playing, to be honest, when you're out and you're watching games."
Hyman, who missed a couple games with the injury, blocked another
shot on Saturday.
"It's part of the game," he said. "You don't have enough time to think, 'Oh,
I should get out of the way on this one.' When you're out there playing,
you're not hurt or injured or anything, you're just playing the game so you
don't think about it. For me, just go out there and do my job and if there's
an opportunity to block a shot then get in the lane."
Hyman wears plastic coverings on his skates, but the initial shot that hurt
him hit him in a vulnerable spot.
"The second time I was lucky I was wearing shot blockers so that
definitely helped," he said.

TSN.CA / Trade Bait: Savard among defencemen dominating first board
of the season

By Frank Seravalli

Now that Columbus Blue Jackets GM Jarmo Kekalainen is reportedly
expected to give coach John Tortorella a public vote of confidence on
Tuesday, it’s fair to shift our attention to Kekalainen’s trade deadline
playbook.
Six weeks away from TradeCentre, the NHL’s Stanley Cup contenders
certainly will be.
That’s because Columbus defenceman David Savard might be the
missing link on a contending team’s roster.
Just ask the Toronto Maple Leafs’ forwards, who got a heavy dose of the
hulking Savard and fellow Blue Jackets blueliner Vladislav Gavrikov in
their five-game qualifying round series.
Savard is part of the quartet of top-four defencemen that make up the top
four spots on the first TSN Trade Bait board of the season. Savard, 30, is
a pending unrestricted free agent who checks in at No. 2 behind only
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Nashville’s Mattias Ekholm, who is the same age but has one year
remaining on his deal, which could fetch a higher return than a pure
rental.
Savard made life miserable for the Maple Leafs last August, a rightshooting defenceman whose minutes always rise in the playoffs when
games matter most.
So, he will be in demand. The only question is whether Kekalainen – who
has a history of playing out contracts to their completion – will pull the
trigger before the deadline.
But the fact that this season has been a real disappointment in
Columbus, with the Blue Jackets sitting seventh out of eight in the
Central Division based on points percentage, plus the lack of meaningful
extension talks with Savard, should indicate where this is heading.
Stay tuned.
Here’s the first TSN Trade Bait board of the season, which always seeks
to blend a player’s prominence with his likelihood of a deal (Note: 'Years'
column indicates how many years are left on the player's contract after
this season):
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TSN.CA / Fleury finds his form yet again

By Travis Yost

Are we in the midst of a third Marc-Andre Fleury renaissance?
There are few stories more intriguing around the National Hockey
League than what’s going on in the Vegas Golden Knights’ crease.
Fleury, the team’s first face of the franchise and the primary reason why
they challenged for a Stanley Cup in their inaugural season, has seen his
numbers wane over the past couple of seasons. It prompted the Golden
Knights front office to make an aggressive move last season, acquiring
talented Swedish goaltender Robin Lehner. By the end of the year,
Lehner had pushed the three-time Stanley Cup winner out of the starting
position and firmly onto the trade block.
In a perfect and less cap restrictive world, a platoon of Fleury and Lehner
would have been as desirable as any goaltending unit in the league. But
the salaries of both – and Vegas’ desire to add talent in preparation for
another championship run – pushed Fleury to the fringes of the
organizational plan. If not for a flat salary cap due to the COVID-19
pandemic, it’s likely the veteran goalie would have been moved.
But those trades never materialized. And somehow, it’s worked out in
Vegas’ favour.
When Lehner went down with an upper-body injury on Feb. 9, the keys to
the net were handed back to the 36-year-old Fleury. So far this season,
he looks every bit the part of the Vezina Trophy front-runner.
In 12 games this season, Fleury has stopped a whopping 94.1 per cent
of shots, which is comfortably first in the National Hockey League. He
does get the benefit of playing behind a well-structured defensive unit
that limits the amount of rubber he faces, but the Golden Knights are
frequently left exposed to dangerous rush and counterattacking
opportunities with how aggressive they play in the offensive zone.
The blistering save percentage and Fleury’s ability to thwart the handful
of golden chances teams are piling up the wins for the Golden Knights.
His play so far this season has few comparables:

The Goals Saved Above Expectation numbers provided by Evolving
Hockey take into account the shot profile each goaltender is facing, and
his ability to beat the expected save percentages over that sample of
play.
It helps us better understand how to differentiate between a goaltender
like the New York Islanders’ Semyon Varlamov – a talented goaltender
behind an incredibly well-structured defensive team – from someone like
Vancouver’s Thatcher Demko, who is drinking water from a fire hose on
most nights.
The fact that Fleury has been good enough to steal more than nine goals
already behind a reasonably strong defensive team is an encouraging
corroborating data point on his save percentage. And it’s not hard to find
where those goals have aggregated – marquee saves, like those on
Anaheim’s Isac Lundestrom or Colorado’s Nazem Kadri, have become
nightly occurrences this season.
It also brings up an interesting story to track over the rest of the season.
Though goaltenders have shown an ability to maintain their playing
primes longer than their skater counterparts, it’s quite rare for a goalie of
Fleury’s age to win the illustrious award this late into a career. Johnny
Bower and Jacques Plante both won the trophy more than 50 years ago
at the age of 40). But in the modern era, that’s been unachievable. Only
two goaltenders have won it at Fleury’s age – Dominik Hasek in 2000-01,
and Tim Thomas in 2010-11.
Perhaps the most fascinating part of this Fleury saga is that it is far from
over. Despite his stellar play, Lehner is inching closer to a return, and no
coaching staff with two quality goaltenders and a compressed schedule
is going to consider anything other than a playing platoon. Balancing
workloads for both Fleury and Lehner down the stretch should pay
dividends for head coach Peter DeBoer, but it may give someone like
Andrei Vasilevskiy – backed up by Curtis McElhinney – a slight edge in
the Vezina race.
There is also the salary cap component to consider. Fleury’s bloated
contract scared cap-strapped teams away this off-season, but so too did
last year’s play. If he can sustain even half of this calibre of play, he
suddenly becomes an interesting trade piece again – his $7-million-dollar
cap hit expires in 2021-22, and teams who believe they are a goaltender
away from competing next season may inquire more aggressively.
For now? I think Vegas is quite happy with how things played out.
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